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It's raining fire in the
national Capital as the
city recorded its highest

temperature of 46.8 degrees
Celsius on Wednesday,
surpassing its 79-year-old
record of 46.4 degrees
Celsius set in 1945. While
Mungeshpur logged the
highest ever temperature in
the city at 52.9 degrees
Celsius, 13 degrees above
normal, areas like Narela and
Najafgarh saw temperatures
reaching 49 degrees Celsius.
To get relief, heat-stricken
residents were seen drinking
ORS-laced drinks, using wet
towels, and taking multiple
baths a day.
Delhi broke all previous
records in the country as the
previous highest temperature
in India was recorded in
Rajasthan's Phalodi in 2016
at 51 degrees Celsius.
It is also just 3.8 degrees
behind the highest
temperature ever recorded
on Earth of 56.7 degrees
Celsius at the Greenland
Ranch in California's Death
Valley, which is now aptly
referred to as the Furnace
Creek Ranch.
The maximum temperature
in Delhi was recorded at 46.8
degrees Celsius, which is six
degrees above the normal,
while the minimum
temperature settled at 29.4
degrees Celsius.
However, the weather

experienced a sudden change
on Wednesday evening as the
sky turned cloudy and
witnessed light drizzling in
some parts, providing short
relief to Delhiites. But the
short respite was followed by
more discomfort due to the
humidity caused by light
rain.
The roasting heat has led to
the Delhiites taking several
measures to ensure their well
being along with trying to
stay indoors as much as
possible. However, some
residents said it is not easy to
be indoors all the time as one
has to go and earn a
livelihood. People were seen
flocking air conditioned
buses and preferring the
metro for their journey while
also spending their time
inside air-conditioned
shopping malls.
In Delhi' ITO metro station,
many, who came to get their
passports from the office
nearby, were seen taking
refuge in the station to beat
the heat amid long queues. A
40-year-old woman sitting at
the entry passage said it is the
best way she could escape the
scorching summer heat.  
With temperatures nearing
50 degrees Celsius in
Mungeshpur and Najafgarh
in the last few days, residents
said they have been
constantly falling ill despite
taking many measures to
beat the heat.

Continued on Page 2
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In a major setback to AAP
convener and Delhi Chief

Minister Arvind Kejriwal, the
Supreme Court registry on
Wednesday refused to list his
plea to extend his interim bail
by a week to undergo certain
medical tests. 
During their campaign, the
BJP questioned Kejriwal for
seeking yet another relief from
the court. They took a jibe at
the AAP leader, stating that he
can campaign in the Lok
Sabha polls in intense heat but
complains of illness when
mandated by the judiciary to
surrender soon after the
campaign ends.
The development comes a day
after a vacation bench refused
to allow the urgent hearing,
saying it would be appropriate
if the Chief Justice of India
takes a call on this. Kejriwal is
out on bail in the liquor policy
linked money laundering case
and the same will expire on
June 1. Kejriwal will have to
surrender before the Tihar jail
authorities on June 2. Kejriwal
is currently campaigning in

Punjab which will go to polls
on June 1. In a related
development, his aide Bibhav
Kumar has also moved the
Delhi High Court challenging
his arrest in connection with
the alleged assault on AAP MP
Swati Maliwal at the CM's
residence earlier this month.
Kejriwal has sought extension
of his interim bail by seven
days to undergo a host of
medical tests, including a PET-
CT scan, in view of his
"sudden and unexplained
weight loss coupled with high
ketone levels", which are
indicative of kidney, serious
cardiac ailments and even
cancer. The Chief Minister, in
his fresh plea filed on May 26,
said he will surrender before
jail authorities on June 9
instead of June 2, the
scheduled date for his return
to prison. The top court had
on May 10 granted 21-day
interim bail to the chief
minister, who was arrested in a
money laundering case linked
to the excise policy 'scam', to
enable him to campaign for
the Lok Sabha polls. 

Continued on Page 2
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Suspended JD(S) leader
Prajwal Revanna, who is

facing sexual abuse charges, has
booked a return flight ticket to
Bengaluru from Munich on
May 30, official sources said on
Wednesday. According to
sources in the Special
Investigation Team (SIT), the
33-year-old grandson of JD(S)
supremo HD Deve Gowda is
expected to land in Bengaluru
in the small hours of May 31.
Revanna on Wednesday
moved a Special Court
seeking anticipatory bail in
the rape case registered
against him. His advocate
filed an anticipatory bail
application in the Special
Court for cases involving
MPs/MLAs. He reportedly
left for Germany on April 27,
a day after Hassan LS seat
went to polls, and is still at
large.
The SIT is maintaining vigil
at the Kempegowda Airport
to arrest him as soon as he
lands. The MP, who is seeking
re-election as the NDA
candidate from Hassan Lok
Sabha segment, fled to a
foreign country as soon as the
news broke out that the
Karnataka State Commission
for Women requested Chief
Minister Siddaramaiah to
order an investigation into
the huge cache of explicit
videos showing several
women being sexually
assaulted allegedly by him.
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An otherwise silent General Post
Office (GPO) in Bengaluru is

witnessing an unprecedented rush of
women hurrying to open India Post
Payment Bank accounts, anticipating
a monthly deposit of Rs 8,500 into
their accounts if the INDIA Bloc
comes to power at the Centre.
The elections are still in the process
but women, largely from the
minority communities sporting
burqas, stood in long queues to
open the account. Some of them
believed that opening the IPPB
account would ensure that they get
Rs 8,500 per month. A woman said
she stood in queue early in the
morning itself.
Another said everyone in her
neighbourhood was saying that
money would start coming from
the day the account is opened, so
she too came to open an account.

Most of the women PTI spoke to
were from Shivajinagar,
Chamarajpet and surrounding
places in the city. Talking to

reporters, Chief Post Master of
GPO Bengaluru H M Manjesh said
people have been coming to the
office to open IPPB accounts in the

belief that the Department of Post
would credit Rs 2,000 or Rs 8,500
into their accounts. 
"Actually it is a rumour. Somebody
has spread this rumour. The
department will not pay any
amount to them. However, this
account can be used for any type of
online transaction or even Direct
Benefit (Transfer) scheme,"
Manjesh clarified. 
He said the department has already
informed the customers about this.
"We have displayed some posters
also. In spite of that, customers are
requesting that we open IPPB
accounts for them." There was 
such a rush that more counters
were opened outside the GPO
building, under the open sky, he
added. 
"Earlier we used to open 50 to 60
accounts in a counter. Now we have
made separate arrangements. We
have brought our postmen for this

purpose and regularly we are
opening around 500 to 600
accounts, sometimes even 1,000
accounts in a day," Manjesh said. 
According to sources in the
department, this rush has been
witnessed for the past three days. It
is learnt that some Congress MLAs
spread the rumours, believing that
the women made a beeline for the
GPO. The MLAs said the women
will start getting money after June 4
"when the INDIA Bloc will come to
power". The Congress has made a
promise to launch the
Mahalakshmi scheme under which
Rs 8,500 will be directly credited
into the account of women heads of
families belonging to Below
Poverty Line (BPL) category. It is
similar to the Gruha Lakshmi
guarantee scheme started by the
Karnataka government in which Rs
2,000 is paid to women heads of
BPL families.
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Opposition parties, includ-
ing Congress and

Trinamool Congress, are to
approach the Election
Commission to first restrict
and secondly prevent media
publicity of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's meditation
plans at Rock Memorial, a
monument built in tribute to
Swami Vivekananda, in
Kanyakumari following the
culmination of the Lok Sabha
polls campaign on Thursday.
West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee said the
Trinamool Congress will
complain to the Election
Commission if Prime
Minister meditation in
Kanyakumari is televised,
claiming that it would be a
violation of the election
Model Code of Conduct
(MCC).
The Congress said the
Election Commission should
not grant permission for the
PM's programme, as the
model code of conduct was
in force. "Such a move was
an attempt at "indirect
campaigning" after the end
of canvassing of votes,"
Tamil Nadu Congress chief
K Selvaperunthagai alleged. 
The PM will meditate from

the evening of May 30 to the
evening of June 1 at Dhyan
Mandapam, the place where
Vivekananda — a spiritual
icon admired by Modi — is
believed to have had a divine
vision about 'Bharat Mata',
BJP leaders said. 
The Prime Minister had
gone on a similar meditation
exercise in a Kedarnath cave
after the 2019 poll campaign.
"We will complain. He can
meditate, but it cannot be
aired on television," Mamata
said, claiming that this will
amount to "violation of the
MCC." "Does anyone have to
get cameras for doing
meditation?" she asked,
claiming that it was a way of

canvassing during the
silence period between the
end of campaign and the poll
date.
All arrangements, including
heavy security, are in place
for Modi's 45-hour stay at
the Rock Memorial. The
district in the country's
southernmost tip will see a
strong posse of 2,000 police
personnel and various
security agencies
maintaining a tight vigil
during the PM's event.
Tirunelveli range DIG
Pravesh Kumar
accompanied by
superintendent of police E
Sundaravathanam had
inspected the security
arrangements at
the rock
memorial, boat
jetty, helipad and
the State guest
house in
K a n y a k u m a r i .
Even as the Prime
Minister's core
security team reached the
venue, a trial of helicopter
landing had also been
conducted at the helipad.
As per his tentative schedule,
Modi is expected to arrive at
Kanyakumari late afternoon
on May 30 for the spiritual
sojourn. He would later
proceed to the memorial.
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In an incident similar to that
reported in Lakhimpur Kheri

in which Union Minister of
State for Home Ajay Mishra
Teni's son went crushing farm-
ers, a vehicle of the convoy of
the son of Bharatiya Janata
Party MP from Kaiserganj in
Gonda district, Brij Bhushan
Saran Singh, crushed two
youths, including a 17-year-
old, to death and critically
injured an old woman.
As Brij Bhushan, the former
president of Women's
Wrestling Federation, is facing
charges of sexual assault of
women wrestlers, the BJP gave
its ticket for the Kaiserganj
Lok Sabha seat in the ongoing
elections to his son Karan
Bhushan Singh.
According to eyewitnesses, the
convoy of vehicles was of BJP
candidate from Kaiserganj,
Karan. A large number of
policemen are deployed at the
spot. Police have seized the
SUV involved in the accident
and have also arrested the
driver of the escort vehicle.
There is no confirmation yet
whether Karan was travelling
with the cavalcade at the time
of the accident.
Reports said Karan was going
to Huzurpur with his convoy
of vehicles that included a
Fortuner with 'police escort'
written on it. When the
convoy reached near
Chhatarpurwa on Bahraich
Huzurpur road, the Fortuner,
in an attempt to overtake other

vehicles, crushed two youths -
17-year-old Rehan and 21-
year-old Shahzad Khan - who
were coming to Karnailganj
market on a motorcycle from
Nidura village to purchase
medicines. The Fortuner later
broke the electric pole and also
crushed 60-year-old Sita Devi,
who was sitting in front of her
house, critically injuring her.
She has been admitted to
hospital.
Soon after the accident,
hundreds of local residents
gathered at the spot and
started raising slogans against
the police administration,
demanding action against the
MP's son. 
They also blocked the road
and tried to burn the Fortuner,
leading to heated arguments
between the police and the
people, who were adamant on
not allowing cops to take the
bodies of the youths for post-
mortem. Seeing the situation
becoming violent, police from
many police stations,
Additional Superintendent of
Police, police circle officer,
sub-district magistrate,
tehsildar and many other
officers reached the spot and
somehow calmed down the
agitated people. After much
struggle and persuasion, the
police sent the bodies for
autopsy.
A complaint regarding the
incident has been filed in the
police station by Chanda
Begum, a woman among the
family members of one of the
deceased youth.

SUV in Brij Bhushan 
son’s convoy mows
down two, injures 2
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Northwest and Central
India, which have been

in the grip of unprecedented
heatwave conditions in the
last few days, may get some
respite  gradually from
Thursday. However, don't
breathe a sigh of relief as
unfortunately, after the
respite, the region will again
witness a higher number of
heatwave days in June. 
"Normally, northwest India

and the adjoining areas
record two to three
heatwave days in June. But
this time, we expect four to
six days of heatwave in this
region," said IMD chief
Mrutyunjay Mohapatra.
The IMD has issued a red
warning for six States in the
region — Rajasthan, Punjab,
Haryana, Delhi-NCR, East
Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya
Pradesh — indicating severe
heatwave conditions. 
It downgraded the red alert
to an orange alert over these

States on May 30 but it will
persist in Punjab, Haryana,
and Delhi-NCR until May
31, as per the IMD.
Heatwave to severe heatwave
conditions are very likely in
most/many parts of Punjab,
H a r y a n a - C h a n d i g a r h ,
Delhi, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh
on May 29 and gradual
reduction thereafter with
heatwave conditions in
isolated/some parts till June
1, 2024, as per the IMD.

Continued on Page 2
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The epic campaign for the
seven phase 2024 general

elections spanning for about
two months now amid intense
heatwave will come to an end
on Thursday evening for the
last phase voting on Saturday to
seal the fortunes of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in
Varanasi, Bollywood actress
Kangana Ranaut, Union
Minister Anurag Thakur,
National Conference leader
Omar Abdullah, actor turned
politician Ravi Kishan and
TMC leader Abhishek
Banerjee. 
The voting schedule period
for the 2024 Lok Sabha

elections, spread over 44
days, which is the

second longest after
the first
p a r l i a m e n t a r y
elections of 1951-
52, which lasted for

more than four
months but then that

time it was through ballot
papers and the counting of
votes lasted for 4/5 days.
Interesting slogans ranged
from "God of the Gods" to
"Lord Jagannath" and Mujra ,
'disco', 'Bhangra',
'Bharatnatyam' to Minimum
Support Price (MSP) to farm
loan waiver and Muslim
appeasement dominated in

this phase that sparked
controversy.   
Besides the Congress's
khatakhat, khatakhat has
become the buzz phrase so
much so that even Modi used
it to attack the Opposition.
Khatakhat khatakhat has also
spawned its own family of
buzz phrases. Congress
leaders, including Priyanka
Gandhi, started using
khatakhat khatakhat, a Hindi
onomatopoeia that signifies
something being done fast in
a repeated movement.
Everyone immediately took a
liking to the buzz phrase
khatakhat khatakhat with an
addition of `Good Bye Tata' a
day earlier by Congress' Rahul
Gandhi.

The high decibel campaign
also saw political
engagements on remarks like
India racism and
redistribution of wealth by
then Congress Overseas
Incharge Sam Pitroda leading
to his removal from the post
and the zenith was a sex
scandal involving JD(S) leader
Prajwal Revanna who is
seeking reelection from his
Parliamentary constituency
Hassan. The seventh phase of
polling will be held across 57
parliamentary constituencies,
covering eight States and
Union Territories  on June 1.
The stakes are high for the BJP
in this phase as it has won 30
seats of the total 57 in 2019. 

Continued on Page 2
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Pinarayi Vijayan, Kerala
Chief Minister, is again in

the eye of a stupendous cor-
ruption charge, the magnitude
of which if found true can put
him in real trouble.
Shone George, a whistle blow-
er and BJP leader, charged
Vijayan and his daughter Veena
Mohammed Riyaz of corrup-
tion and financial irregularities
worth crores of rupees in their
dealings with Cochin Minerals
and Rutile Ltd ( a Kochi based
firm engaged in trading the
mineral rich sand from the
State’s beaches), SNC Lavlin (a
Canadian Company) and Price
Waterhouse Coopers, a leading
financial advisory company.
Addressing reporters at Kochi
on Wednesday, Shone George,
son of veteran legislator P C
George, charged that though
CMRLhad traded in Rs 40,000
crore worth black sand from
2016 till date, the company has
shown in its record that the
trade was limited to Rs 700
crore. 
“It was Exalogic Solutions, an
IT company owned by Veena
that facilitated in the trading of
the sand and manipulation of
accounts. I have collected all
details and submitted it to the
Ministry of corporate affairs,

serious Fraud Investigation
Agency and the Kerala High
Court,” said Shone. 
He stated that Exalogic
Solutions had an account with
Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
where the minimum account
maintained by the company
during 2016-2019 was Rs 10
crore.  “My request to all the
central government depart-
ments is that the entire finan-
cial transactions of Exalogic
Solution should be subjected to
thorough probe,” said Shone.
The details of the bank account
maintained by Exalogic
Solutions should have been
furnished to the Income Tax
department. If this has not
been done, it is a serious crime,
according to Shone.

He dared the chief minister to
file a defamation case against
him of the allegations are found
untrue. “There are cases against
Price Waterhouse Cooper and
SNC Lavlin for their dealings
with Pinarayi Vijayan and the
Supreme Court is hearing the
case in which Kerala State
Electricity  Board is also a
party,” said Shone.
He said Exalogic-PWC and
SNC Lavlin link could throw
more light into the goings on in
the chief minister’s office.
He further said that the money
flow from PWC to Exalogic
was during 1st December 2018
to 30 November 2020, a peri-
od in which the contract was
operational during the two
companies.
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The Election
C o m m i s s i o n ( E C ) o n

Wednesday said the last phas-
es of the Lok Sabha elections
have seen immense enthusi-
asm among voters of various
sections such as persons with
disabilities, senior citizens,
transgenders, and members
of particularly vulnerable trib-
al groups.
Home voting facility for senior
citizens above 85 years of age
and persons with disabilities
with 40 per cent benchmark
disability was extended for
the first time on pan-India
basis in this parliamentary
polls, the EC noted.
An EC statement quoting
Chief Election Commissioner
Rajiv Kumar said, "It has been
the deep founded resolve of the
Commission to strive for con-
tinuous improvement in the
electoral processes setting new
standards globally."
The EC, Kumar said, is deter-
mined to make the elections

"truly reflective" of the spirit of
plurality and diversity that is
the pride of the country.
"EC is dedicated to incorpo-
rating and deeply integrating
the principles and practices of
inclusivity and accessibility
throughout the entire elec-
tion process, setting an exam-
ple before the society for repli-
cation everywhere," the CEC
said.
The optional home voting
facility has been made avail-
able for the first time in Lok
Sabha elections. Any eligible
citizen aged 85 and above or
with 40 per cent benchmark
disability, can avail the provi-
sion of home voting facility
through postal ballot.
This facility has received an
enthusiastic response from
voters, the poll panel said.
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India’s iconic city Varanasi, a
spiritual hub on the banks of

the River Ganges and
Parliamentary constituency of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, along with Detroit, the
historic 'Motor City' in the
US, and Venice, Italy’s iconic
canal city, has been selected to
host the much-sought after
USD 9 million Toyota Mobility
Foundation Sustainable Cities
Challenge.
Announced early last year, this
initiative aims to accelerate
sustainable mobility, fostering
healthier and safer urban envi-
ronments in the cities selected
for the task. Each city will have
USD 3 million to develop inno-
vative, data-driven solutions
to enhance accessibility and
safety.
Varanasi’s Challenge focuses on
generating innovative, data-
driven solutions incorporat-
ing elements of technology
and design that will help make
crowded areas of Varanasi's
old city (Kashi) safer and more
accessible for religious tourists
and local residents alike includ-
ing vulnerable members of the
population. Known for its ghats
and temples such as the Kashi
Vishwanath Temple dedicated
to Lord Shiva,  for education

and learning and art and cul-
ture Varanasi draws  millions of
visitors each year.
Akshat Verma, Municipal
Commissioner/Chief Executive
Officer, Varanasi Municipal
Corporation/Varanasi Smart
City said, “This initiative offers
us a valuable chance to explore
technical and design-related
avenues for enhancing mobil-
ity within our city, benefiting
both our residents and the
growing influx of tourists.
“By collaborating with innov-
ative minds, we aim to bolster
Varanasi’s reputation as a pre-
mier global tourist destina-
tion.” He said the Varanasi

City Challenge will be kicked
off by June-end 2024.
Meanwhile, in Detroit, the
challenge is focused on Eastern
Market food production and
distribution centre, reducing
fossil fuel use and cutting costs
of freight operations "by
increasing efficiencies and
unlocking opportunities for
clean freight
technologies". Meanwhile,
Venice's issues are around the
majority of the population,
which lives and works in main-
land suburbs such as Mestre
and Maghera, and the city is
looking for "innovative solu-
tions that shift behaviour,

encouraging an increased use
and adoption of existing sus-
tainable transport modes".
The Toyota Mobility
Foundation, in collaboration
with the World Resources
Institute and Challenge Works,
will work with local organiza-
tions to identify urban mobil-
ity barriers and create action-
able solutions. 
Global innovators will be invit-
ed to access funding and
demonstrate their concepts to
improve transportation in these
cities. Ryan Klem, director of
programs at the Toyota
Mobility Foundation, said:
"Our hope is that the

Sustainable Cities Challenge
will provide the great cities of
Detroit, Varanasi and Venice
with new ideas that can poten-
tially be scaled and replicated
around the world, amplifying
the impact to transform peo-
ple’s lives.”
Ben Welle, director of inte-
grated transport and innova-
tion at WRI Ross Center for
Sustainable Cities, said:
“Detroit, Varanasi and Venice
all have distinct mobility bar-
riers, but they also share the
same circumstances and con-
cerns with many other cities
around the world." 
The cities were chosen from a
list of 10 cities shortlisted in
November 2023, which was
whittled down from more than
150 entrants. 
These were Bengaluru, India,
Detroit, US, Fortaleza, Brazil,
Medellín, Colombia, Mexico
City, Mexico, New Orleans,
US, Seberang Perai, Malaysia,
Varanasi, India, Venice, Italy
and  York, UK.
Over 150 cities from 46 coun-
tries entered the Challenge
after the call to cities was first
launched in June 2023 and
over the last months, the list
was narrowed to 10 and now
finally 3 cities i.e. Varanasi,
Detroit and Venice.
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Under flak from various
quarters, the Eknath

Shinde-led MahaYuti govern-
ment on Wednesday suspend-
ed two senior doctors from the
state-run Sassoon Hospital who
were arrested earlier for “manip-
ulating” a blood sample of
minor accused involved in the
Pune Porsche hit-and-run case.
In a notification issued in the
evening the Directorate of
Medical Education & Research
(DMER), Mumbai, ordered
the suspension of Dr. Ajay
Taware, Head of the Forensics
Department, Dr. Shrihari
Halnor the chief medical offi-
cer of the hospital, with imme-
diate effect.
Simultaneously, the DMER
sent the hospital Dean Dr.
Vinayak Kale on ‘compulsory
leave’ and in his place, a senior
doctor has been appointed.
The action against the two
tainted doctors came a day after
a  three- member committee -
- headed by Dr Pallavi Saple,
Dean of Sir J. J. Hospital in

Mumbai – was appointed by
the Maharashtra government
to look into the  “administra-
tive lapses” leading to the
manipulation of the crucial
blood sample.
Dr Taware and Dr Halnor,
who have been charged with
the alleged “manipulation” of
blood samples and destruction
of evidence in the case, are cur-
rently in police custody. The
police have recovered Rs 3
lakh during the raid conduct-
ed on the homes of Dr. Halnor
and another hospital peon Atul
Ghatkamble. The money  had
allegedly been paid by the
family of the accused boy for
manipulating the blood sample.
The juvenile boy, involved in
the mishap, is currently lodged
in a Juvenile Correctional
Home in Pune, his father
Vishal  Agarwal is in judicial
custody.
The boy’s grandfather Surendra
Kumar Agarwal -- who was
arrested on May 25  for alleged-
ly threatening and confining
the family driver Gangaram
Poojari and forcing him to
take the blame for the Porsche

car accident on his head in
return for a monetary consid-
eration – is in the police cus-
tody in the same case. Poojari
is a witness in the case.
Incidentally, the suspension of
two tainted doctors of the
Sassoon Hospital came on a
day when the Opposition
Congress asked the Eknath
Shinde-led MahaYuti govern-
ment to name the MLA, whose
son was accompanying the
minor boy when the latter
fatally ran over two IT profes-
sionals in the small hours of
May 19.
Talking separately to media
persons, leader of the
Opposition Vijay Wadettiwar
of the Congress and
Maharashtra Pradesh Congress
Committee chief Nana Patole

charged that an MLA’s son
had attended the liquor party
hosted by the accused minor
boy and was accompanying the
latter in his Porsche car when
the mishap took place.
“Right from the beginning,
there has been political inter-
ference in the case. A serious
attempt has been made to pro-
tect the boy involved in the hit
and run case. Now, we learn
that son of an MLA not only
drank with the minor boy but
he also accompanied the boy in
the Porsche car (that killed two
techies). We want the state
government to come clean and
declare the name of the MLA
whose son was accompanying
the accused boy,” Waddetiwar
said.
Alleging that there was indeed

political interference in the
investigations into the Porsche
hit-and-run case, Patole said:
“Before the minor son of a rich
person crushed two people
under his car, he had consumed
alcohol and at that time, the
son of the MLA was with him.
We also learn that the MLA’s
son was also with the accused
minor when the mishap took
place. That’s why we want the
Shinde government to reveal
the name of the MLA con-
cerned”.
“This is a serious matter. Two
Deputy Chief Ministers
(Devendra Fadnavis and Ajit
Pawar) find themselves in the
dock. They need to provide us
the answer,” Patole said.
While Fadnavis holds the cru-
cial state home portfolio, Ajit
Pawar heads the NCP – to
which the MLA whose son had
accompanied the minor
accused in his car during the
May 19 mishap is reportedly
affiliated to.
The demand by Waddetiwar
and Patole should be seen in
the light of speculation that
soon after the mishap, an MLA

belonging to the ruling NCP
(Ajit Pawar faction) had inter-
vened and spoken to the
Yerwada police to water down
the case and that he had even
asked the police to handle the
accused boy with kid gloves.  
Waddetiwar demanded to
know as to why Dr. Ajay
Taware, Head of the Forensics
Department of the Sassoon
General Hospital -- who is
one of the two doctors arrest-
ed for allegedly manipulating
the blood sample of the
accused minor boy – was not
transferred from his position in
December 2023, despite the
fact that the then Pune
Divisional Commissioner
Deepak Mhaisekar had made a
recommendation to that
because of Dr Taware’s involve-
ment in a kidney transplant
case.
In a related development, the
Uddhav Thackeray-led Shiv
Sena (UBT) raised concerns
over security of Dr.Taware.
“Dr Taware is a crucial witness
in the Porsche crash case, he
knows many things and his
safety is important.
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The IMD later said there
could be an error in sensor
data and the data of
Mungeshwar site is being
examined.
The Delhi Government's
LNJP Hospital has been see-
ing a spike in the number of
patients affected due to heat-
wave conditions."We have
seen a high number of

patients affected by the heat
this week. Yesterday alone, we
received nearly 10 patients
who were affected by heat
stroke," said Dr Ritu Saxena
from Lok Nayak Hospital.
Symptoms like fever,
headache, vomiting and
unconsciousness are
common among such
patients, she said.
Saxena advised that people
should avoid stepping out,

especially during peak
hours, and keep themselves
hydrated.
Amit Kumar, a resident of
Najafgarh, said his family is
struggling due to the heat
and said they are trying to
avoid stepping out as much
as possible. 
"My brother got sick due to
the heat, and now we are
taking extra precautions.
We're taking traditional

remedies like aam panna
(unripe mango juice) and
using wet towels to stay cool
and prevent fainting. The
heat is so severe that we are
giving the kids multiple
baths during the day to stay
cool," Kumar said.
Jay Pandit, a resident of
Mungeshpur who commutes
30 kilometres for work in
Central Delhi, described the
challenges of daily travel.

"The hot wind feels like
burning the skin, and it's
affecting my health. How
long can you sit inside? A
day or two, maybe three, you
can't just stay inside. To live,
to survive, you have to step
out, but managing this heat
is tough. I feel headaches
and fever most days while
coming back home," Pandit
said.
Residents of Delhi are

adopting various measures
to combat the sweltering
conditions, such as taking
traditional remedies like
aam panna and using wet
towels to stay cool. Some are
taking baths twice a day and
trying to avoid stepping out.
On the outskirts of the city
in Mungeshpur and Narela,
the mercury touched as high
as 49.9 degrees Celsius on
Tuesday, nine notches above
normal.
Amit Singh, a contractor,
said, "We can't work from 11
am to 5 pm because of the
heatwave. Many labourers
have left for their native
places, and our business has

been affected. We need to
work in open areas, which is
just not possible these days
as the weather is
unbearable."
To protect themselves,
people are taking ORS and
keeping themselves hydrated
as much as they can. Rakesh
Kumar, a resident of Rajiv
Vihar in Najafgarh, said the
high temperatures and the
hot, dry wind are making
people in the area fall sick.
"I commute to Central Delhi
on my bike every day.
Despite taking all the
precautions, I have
developed a high fever and
body ache due to heat

stroke," he added.
With the heatwave in the
National Capital, it is the
first time in the history that
its power demand has
crossed the 8,300-MW
mark. Power distribution
companies had estimated
the demand to peak at 8,200
MW this summer. 
Further, the Delhi
Government on Wednesday
announced that a Rs 2,000
fine would be imposed on
anyone found to be wasting
water - washing cars with a
hose, letting their water
tanks overflow or using
private connections for
commercial activity.

From Page 1

R e c o r d - b r e a k i n g
temperatures have been
observed across several
weather stations in the
Northwest region. Notable
records were noticed in
Churu, Rajasthan, touching a
scorching 50.5°C, Agra-Taj,
Uttar Pradesh at 48.6°C, and
Sirsa, Haryana at 50.3°C. 
"These extreme conditions
can be attributed to a
confluence of factors,
including the absence of
rainfall, strong dry winds, and
an anti-cyclonic circulation
over southwest Rajasthan and
adjoining Gujarat," said the
IMD
Further, heatwave to severe
heatwave conditions will also

persist in Jammu division and
Himachal Pradesh, whereas
isolated pockets of Gujarat
will experience hot and
humid weather.
However, a fresh western
disturbance is likely to bring
some relief.  A temporary, yet
gradual reduction in these
extreme conditions is
expected from May 30, with
isolated heat wave conditions
persisting in Punjab until
June 2.
Isolated light rainfall
accompanied by
thunderstorms and lightning
is expected over Uttarakhand
and Himachal Pradesh from
May 29 to June 1 and over
Jammu-Kashmir-Ladakh-
G i l g i t - B a l t i s t a n -
Muzaffarabad on May 30 and
31. Additionally, isolated very
light rainfall is anticipated
over the plains of Northwest
India from May 30 to June 2.
The oppressive heatwave
condition is already taking a
toll on the people, including
students. For instance, in

Bihar which recorded its all-
time high maximum
temperature at 47.7 degrees
Celsius in Aurangabad on
Tuesday, reported a number
of students in schools in at
least three districts fell
unconscious due to extreme
heatwave conditions on
Wednesday. The State is
reeling under sizzling heat as
the day temperature crossed
44 degrees Celsius at several
places in the State on
Wednesday.
Meanwhile, the IMD has
predicted that heatwave
conditions are likely to prevail
over the State in another three
or four days. In Odisha, too,
the IMD has predicted
heatwave conditions in
several districts. The Bihar
government also  ordered the
closure of all private and
government-run schools,
coaching institutes and
anganwadi centres until June
8 in view of relentless heat
wave conditions in various
districts.

From page 1
Taking a dig at Kejriwal,
Union Minister Anurag
Thakur, criticised him,
stating that Kejriwal is
capable of participating in a
roadshow despite Delhi's
scorching 47 degrees
temperature, yet he seeks
bail citing health concerns.
"He is exposed once again. It
is visible to everyone that he
can do a roadshow in 47
degrees temperature but asks
for bail on the pretext of ill
health," Thakur said.
Another BJP leader MS Sirsa
said, "All day he (Kejriwal)
campaigned, but when it
comes to going to jail, he
becomes unwell...".
On Wednesday, the Supreme
Court registrar, while
refusing the plea, said the

Delhi Chief Minister was
given permission to move
the trial court for regular
bail, and hence this petition
is "not maintainable".
Additionally, it was pointed
out that since the judgment
on the challenge to the arrest
is already reserved, the
present extension
application has no
correlation to the main
petition.
On Tuesday, a vacation
bench of Justices J K
Maheshwari and K V
Viswanathan said it would
refer his request to list the
application for urgent
hearing to Chief Justice of
India D Y Chandrachud for
appropriate orders. On
Tuesday, when Kejriwal's
request for urgent hearing of

his application was
mentioned by senior
advocate Abhishek Manu
Singhvi, the bench of Justices
Maheshwari and
Viswanathan sought to know
why Kejriwal had not raised
the request before Justice
Dipankar Datta, one of the
judges on the bench that
granted him interim bail,
while he was holding court
until May 24.
Singhvi pointed out that the
matter in which the court
had reserved its order on
May 17 was Kejriwal's
petition challenging his
arrest and had nothing to do
with medical grounds. He
urged the bench to list it for
hearing on Wednesday "or
whatever is Your Lordships'
convenience".

From Page1 
All seats in Punjab and
Himachal Pradesh will go to
polls in the seventh phase,
along with the remaining
seats in Bihar, Jharkhand,
Uttar Pradesh, Odisha,
Chandigarh and West Bengal.
Data shows of the 57 seats, the
BJP won 25 in both, the 2014
and the 2019 elections.
Meanwhile, the Congress won
only three seats in 2014 and
eight in 2019. In terms of vote
share, the BJP clocked more
than 40 per cent in 28 seats
and between 30 and 40 per
cent in 12 seats. In contrast,
Congress received a vote
share of less than 10 per cent
in 18 seats.
Altogether, 24 seats are
strongholds of different
parties. The Trinamool
Congress and the BJP have
eight strongholds each. The
remaining eight strongholds

belong to the Biju Janata Dal,
the Congress, the Janata Dal
(United), and the Shiromani
Akali Dal.  There are
904candidates are now left in
the fray. 328 candidates from
Punjab and 144 fromUttar
Pradesh are in the fray for 13
seats each, respectively. 134
candidatesare contesting on
eight seats from Bihar, 66
from Odisha on six seats, 52
fromJharkhand on three seats,
37 from Himachal Pradesh on
four seats and and 19from
Chandigarh for one seat.
Punjab hada maximum of 598
nomination forms from 13
Parliamentary constituencies
(PCs),followed by Uttar
Pradesh with 495
nominations from 13 PCs
before scrutiny
a n d w i t h d r a w a l s .
Constituency wise, 36-
Jahanabad Parliamentary
Constituency inBihar
received a maximum of 73
nomination forms, followed
by 7-Ludhiana seat inPunjab
with 70 nomination forms.
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The Delhi Government
on Wednesday
announced that a Rs

2,000 fine would be imposed
on anyone found to be wasting
water — washing cars with a
hose, letting their water tanks
overflow or using private
connections for commercial
activity. The announcement
comes as the national Capital
faces a water crisis and soaring
temperatures. Several
neighborhoods in South Delhi
will now receive water only
once daily instead of twice, as
part of a water rationing
strategy.
Dry and hot westerly winds
continued to buffet Delhi on
Wednesday, with certain parts
of the city reaching nearly 48-
49 degrees Celsius on Tuesday,
while many areas recorded
over 45 degrees Celsius.
The move comes amid an
“acute shortage” of water faced
by Delhi with Water Minister
Atishi accusing Haryana of not
releasing Delhi’s share of water
from the Yamuna River. The
fine will be imposed for using
hoses to wash cars,
overflowing water tanks and
use of domestic water for
construction and commercial

purposes, Atishi said.
“There is an acute heatwave in
Delhi and a shortage of water
supply since Haryana is not
releasing Delhi’s share of
water. Under these
circumstances, the
conservation of water becomes
extremely important,” an order
signed by the Delhi minister
said.
The minister directed the
Delhi Jal Board (DJB) CEO to
immediately deploy 200 teams
across the city to implement
the measures to check water
wastage.
These teams will be deployed
from 8 am on Thursday and
impose fines on anyone found
wasting water. The teams will
also disconnect any illegal
water connections on
construction sites or
commercial establishments.
This comes a day after Atishi
accused Haryana of not
releasing Delhi’s share of water
since May 1 and said the
government will be
implementing a slew of
measures including
rationalising supply of water in
the national Capital.

“Fines will be imposed on
anyone washing cars with
pipes or with overflowing
water tanks. Illegal water

connections at construction
sites and at commercial
establishments will be
disconnected,” the minister
posted on X on Wednesday.
“These teams shall be
deployed from 8 am tomorrow
morning (30.05.2024), and
shall impose a fine of 22000 on
anyone found wasting water;
and shall disconnect any
illegal water connections on
construction sites or
commercial establishments,”
the directive read.
In the Delhi Jal Board’s (DJB)
summer bulletin, it was
reported that the city’s total
water production was at 978
million gallons per day
(MGD), with Wazirabad
producing 110 MGD against a
capacity of 131 MGD.
Although there was a slight
improvement from Monday’s
production of 969.32 MGD,
Wazirabad’s issues continue to
impact the overall supply.
BJP leader Ramvir Singh
Bidhuri blamed the severe
water shortage on the
incompetence of the AAP
government, pointing fingers
at Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal and Water Minister
Atishi. Bidhuri criticized the
government’s failure to
manage the water crisis.
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Given the severe heat wave
conditions in national

Capital, Delhi Lt Governor
(LG) Vinai Kumar Saxena on
Wednesday directed officials to
ensure a paid break for
labourers from noon to 3 pm,
water and coconut milk at
construction sites, and water
pitchers at bus stands.
Saxena observed that despite
the unusual severity of the
heatwave, no instructions have
been issued by the state
government to protect
labourers as he flagged the
“lack of sensitivity” and
“seriousness” on the part of
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal and the concerned
minister.
Hitting back, Delhi Health
minister Saurabh Bharadwaj
said the AAP government was
making heatwave preparations
even before the LG office
became active and urged
Saxena to “give up negativity”.
Meanwhile, the directions will
be implemented across all
construction sites in Delhi,
including those of government

agencies and private
establishments, officials said.
Saxena directed that the three-
hour break for labourers has
been implemented by the
Delhi Development Authority
since May 20 and will continue
across all sites till temperatures
come down below 40 degrees
Celsius, according to a letter
sent to Delhi Chief Secretary
Naresh Kumar by the principal
secretary to the Lt Governor.
It said Delhi is facing an
unprecedented heat wave with
temperatures hovering around
50 degrees Celsius in some
parts for the first time in the
city’s history.
“Ordinarily, he (Saxena) had
expected that the chief
minister or the concerned
minister would convene a
meeting for a heat action plan
in the city. The lack of
sensitivity and seriousness in
dealing with the heat wave is a
matter of grave concern for
him,” it said.
The LG had instructed the
Delhi Development
Authority(DDA) on May 20 to
make adequate arrangements
for providing water and

coconut water to labourers at
construction sites so that they
can stay hydrated, officials
said.
In the letter, Saxena said the
chief secretary may
immediately call a meeting of
officers from the Public Works
Department, Delhi Jal Board,
Irrigation and Flood Control
Department, Municipal
Corporation of Delhi, New
Delhi Municipal Council,
Power Department, and the
Delhi Urban Shelter
Improvement Board and issue
necessary directions for
protecting labourers and
supervisory staff from extreme
heat conditions.
He also directed that earthen

pots with drinking water
should be arranged at bus
shelters, treated water from
STPs be sprinkled on the
roads, and water sprinklers
installed at high-rise buildings
be activated to bring down the
ambient air temperature and
tackle pollution, they said.
The letter said, the plight of the
poor labourers, who toil
relentlessly in sweltering heat
warrants a humane approach
of administration. Thousands
of homeless people and street
vendors who spend their day
on the footpaths, sometimes
with babies without access to
drinking water is a heart-
rending sight.
The Labour Department of the
Delhi government, in an
advisory issued on May 27,
listed the various measures
needed in view of the heatwave
conditions prevailing in the
national capital.
The circular asked
establishments to ensure
adequate clean drinking water
availability at the workplace,
availability of coolers/fans at
the workplace and proper
ventilation.

The circular also said no
worker should be allowed to
work in direct exposure to
sunlight, and advised a change
in the shift of work as far as
possible to avoid peak hours
between 12 noon to 4 pm.
Sensitising the workers about
precautions to be taken during
the heatwave conditions
including covering their heads
during direct exposure to
sunlight, availability of
emergency kits having ice
packs, oral rehydration
solution sachets and other
items were prescribed in the
advisory.
In a post on X, Bharadwaj said
the letter written by the LG
office was spreading falsehood
and he shared a clip of a news
conference that he addressed
on Monday wherein he
explained the AAP
government’s action plan to
tackle heatwave in the city.
During the press briefing, the
minister had said two beds
each at 26 hospitals and five at
Delhi government-run LNJP
hospital were being kept
reserved for heat stroke
patients.
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As Delhi witnessed 52
degree Celsius on

Wednesday, pushed its peak
power demand to an all-time
high of 8,302 MW on
Wednesday afternoon. It is the
first time in the history of the
national capital that its power
demand has crossed the 8,300-
MW mark. Power distribution
companies had estimated the
power demand to peak at 8,200
MW this summer, the discom
officials said.
According to the State Load
Dispatch Centre, Delhi, the
peak power demand of the city
was 8,302 MW at 15:36:32
hours. The previous peak
power demand was recorded
earlier this month, when it
touched 8,000 MW on May 22.
The city has been braving a
prolonged spell of heatwave
conditions with the maximum
day temperatures in many
parts including Najafgarh,
Mungeshpur and Narela

touching almost 50 degrees
Celsius. Moreover, 12 days in a
row Delhi’s peak power
demand has crossed 7000 MW
this year.  Before the records of
2024, Delhi’s previous high of
7695 MW was recorded on
June 29, 2022. Delhi’s peak
power demand last year was
7438 MW.
Data shows barring last year,
when Delhi’s demand peaked
on August, it usually peaks
during end June and early July.
The power demand can be
attributed to weather
conditions that led residents to
use more air conditioning /
coolers, leading to an increase
in electricity consumption. It is
interesting to know you know,
air conditioning can contribute

to 30-50% of a household’s or
company’s yearly energy
expense.
The fact that the Delhi’s power
distribution network has been
able to sustain this prolonged
high demand for power shows
its robustness.  BRPL and
BYPL successfully met the
peak power demand in their

respective areas.
During the year, BSES discoms
invested substantial resources
to strengthen the network and
undertook several unique
measures to ensure reliable
power supply during the
summer months. Apart from
preventive maintenance, BSES
has also done extensive

predictive checks to identify
hot-spots or to pre-determine
potential faults and to take
remedial measures.
This is done through thermal
scanning, partial discharge
measurement, and health
assessment of power and
distribution transformers.
Online load monitoring
system is also in place for
tracking the power
transformers and 11kV feeder
load especially during the
summers.
Elaborating on the topic, a Tata
Power-DDL Spokesperson
said, “The persistent heat wave
across North India is leading to
a sharp demand surge for
electricity in the National
Capital. The peak power
demand in Delhi hit a new
record of 8302 MW (as per
SLDC). At Tata Power-DDL’s
end, we successfully met our
highest-ever peak power
demand of 2339 MW and have
made sufficient arrangements
to meet the demand.”
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Delhi Lieutenant Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena

Wednesday suspended Delhi
Health Minister Saurabh
Bharadwaj’s Officer on Special
Duty (OSD) R N Das with
immediate effect in connection
with alleged irregularities in
the procurement of medical
kits.
The immediate cause for
placing the officer under
suspension is on account of
reported misconduct with
regard to unauthorized and
illegal running of Jyoti Nursing
Home in Shahadra beyond the
valid registration period when
he was also Medical
Superintendent of Nursing
Home Cell.  
Additionally, Das was issued a
show cause notice by the
Directorate of Vigilance in
April in connection with the
alleged irregularities in the
procurement of various items
like Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) kits, gloves,
masks and Rapid Antigen Test
(RAT) kits worth around Rs 60
crore during the COVID-19
pandemic in 2021. It also
stated that Das has abused his
powers during his service.
In the order issued on
Wednesday, the directorate
said, “The Hon’ble Lt.
Governor, Delhi, in exercise of
the powers conferred by sub-
rule (1) of Rule-10 of the CCS
(CCA) Rules, 1965, hereby,
places the said Dr. R.N. Das,
Officer on Special Duty (OSD)
to Hon’ble Minister (Health),
GNCTD, under suspension
with immediate effect.”
The order also stated, “The fire
incident occurred at Baby Care
Centre at Vivek Vihar on May
25 at 11.30 pm is the recent
instance of callousness on the
part of Nursing Home Cell.
Here also Dr. R.N. Das had

allowed the registration of the
Nursing Home without
bothering to ascertain the
pending litigation status as well
as undertaking given by the
Nursing Home w.r.t. various
statutory compliances
including fire safety.”
The BJP had earlier also
alleged Das’s role in the
registration process of a
children’s hospital in Vivek
Vihar where six newborns
were killed in a fire incident on
Saturday night. Reacting to the
suspension, Delhi BJP
President Virendra Sachdeva
said “This is just the beginning
because we will demand the
suspension of all officials
involved in the corruption
from top to bottom. Along
with this, we will also demand
an investigation into the role of
the former Health Minister in
2021 Satyendra Jain and the
local AAP MLA.”
He said that the suspension of
Dr. R.N. Das, who was the
OSD of Health Minister
Saurabh Bharadwaj and
Arvind Kejriwal’s close aide in
the Vivek Vihar tragedy, is
evidence that the mismana-
gement and corruption in the
health department of the Delhi
government is involved in this
entire case.
The Delhi BJP President said,
“Strict action should be taken
against every person involved
in this crime, for which the BJP
will continue to fight. This is
just the beginning, we will
continue to fight against every
person who has been involved
in this fire mishap, who has
made corruption his source of
income and will not sit until
action is taken against them.
Whether they are officials of
the Delhi Fire Service or those
who signed on these files, no
one will be spared, and our
fight against them will
continue.”
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The month long annual
feature of National Bal

Bhawan, Summer Fiesta,
kickstarted on Wednesday
which was inaugurated by
Education Secretary Sanjay
Kumar in the presence of
Additional Secretary Vipin
Kumar and top Ministry of
Education officials including
NBB Director Mukta
Aggarwal. Summer Fiesta is a
month-long camp comprising
over 30 types of different
activities for children aged
between 5 to 16 years. 
Addressing the enthusiastic
gathering of children and their
parents, Sanjay Kumar
emphasized the significance of
such interactive and innovative
programmes in nurturing
young minds. He said that
along with academics, these
types of extracurricular
activities are equally important
for children to become
successful in the future. 
Further, he exhorted children
to be curious and to explore
things around them, which
will help in opening their
minds. 
Summer Fiesta 2024, which
runs from 29th May to 28th
June 2024, promises a myriad
of engaging and innovative
activities in the fields of
Creative and Performing Arts,
Science, and more, ensuring

that every child finds
something intriguing to
explore and learn. 
During the Summer Fiesta,
special workshops and
programs will be conducted
weekly, including sessions on
Odissi dance, Yoga,
Calligraphy, Music recitals,
Games etc. These workshops
are designed to provide
children with opportunities to
develop and showcase their
skills and talents.
The event will also feature
eminent artists and guests who
will participate in these special
programmes, sharing their
experiences and delivering
captivating performances to
inspire the children. The
initiative has seen an
overwhelming response, with
over 2500 children already
enrolled in the various
workshops and programs. To
facilitate easy access for all
participants, transportation
facilities all over Delhi have
also been made available by the
National Bal Bhavan.
The National Bal Bhavan, an
autonomous body under the
Department of School
Education and Literacy,
Ministry of Education, was
established in 1956. It was
founded with the vision of
fostering learning through
thinking, imagination,
creativity, and entertaining
activities for children.
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Sixteen cars were gutted by a
fire that broke out at a civic

authority-run parking lot in
east Delhi’s Madhu Vihar area
on Wednesday. No one got
injured in the incident that was
reported at 1.17 am. Nine fire
tenders were pressed into
service and they controlled the
blaze in four hours, an official
from Delhi Fire Service (DFS)
said. Police have registered a
case and further investigation
has been launched. In another
incident, five shops were
damaged in a fire that broke
out in north Delhi’s Chandni
Chowk area.
The cars belonged to the locals
who used to park their vehicles
in the parking lot on rent basis,
the officials said. Earlier, the
officials said that 17 cars were
gutted but Madhu Vihar SHO
Rajesh Sinha later confirmed
that 16 vehicles were damaged
in the fire.
“Some vehicles were damaged
but we managed to save the
rest. There were no injuries in
the incident,” DFS officer
Yashwant Meena said.
According to a police officer, it
is suspected that the incident
could be a result of some fire in

the bushes in the area. A case is
being registered and further
probe is underway. “The
parking facility is close to Delhi
Jal Board office. Total 16 four
wheeler vehicles which were
parked in the parking lot, got
damaged in the incident.
Remaining vehicles were
prevented from being
damaged,” Deputy
Commissioner of Police (east)
Apoorva Gupta said.
She further said that there is
was no loss to the human. So
far, the reason for the fire has
not been established. “Crime
team was called at the spot for
inspection. An FIR has been

registered under sections 285
and 336 of the IPC and
investigation has been taken
up,” said the DCP.
More than 100 cars were
parked in the facility, but
timely action by the police and
fire department saved the rest
of the vehicles, he said.
“Our teams acted promptly
after the emergency call. Our
priority was to save lives,” the
officer said. The fire brigade
team also reached the spot and
quickly swung into action, he
said. “While one tender started
sprinkling water on the cars
that did not catch fire, the
other started dousing the

flames.” MCD officials who
inspected the site, observed
that 17 cars were affected due
to the fire incident that took
place at night at around 01:10
am on 29.05.2024. No casualty
of life or body has been
reported.  The fire incident
took place at the fag end of
parking site which is close to a
wide and deep drain.
“During the course of the
inspection, prima facie it
appeared that some passerby
on the footpath may have
thrown a bud of burning
cigarette/bidi into the dry
drain which caused fire in the
dry leaves and foliage of the
drain. Due to scorching heat,
the fire reached the boundary
of the parking site. As a
consequence, fire engulfed the
rear portion of a few vehicles
which further spread causing
damage to nearby vehicles”, the
MCD said in a statement.
Meanwhile, Delhi BJP
spokesperson Praveen Shankar
Kapoor in a statement accused
the Municipal Corporation of
Delhi of negligence in the
Madhu Vihar parking lot fire
and said the incident occurred
because the facility did not
have basic firefighting
equipment.
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The Municipal Corporation of Delhi
(MCD) issued an advisory directing all

health facilities to take up measures like
inspection of fire-fighting equipment,
electrical load audits and installing
automatic sprinklers in ICU to prevent fire
incidents following a fire at a private
children’s hospital in East Delhi on
Saturday night which claimed the lives of
six newborns.
The in-charges of health facilities have also
been asked by the civic body to submit an
action taken report by May 31. They are
directed to regularly inspect fire-fighting
equipment such as extinguishers, hydrants
and alarms to ensure all are functional,
according to the advisory issued by the
MCD.
Material used in construction and
furnishing must be audited to identify and
replace combustible material with those
that are fire resistant, it stated. “All in-
charges of hospitals and health units in
coordination with the engineering

department must follow these instructions
to prevent occurrences of fire incidents in
hospitals and various other healthcare
facilities,” the advisory stated.
Health facilities are directed to carry out
maintenance and testing of fire safety
equipment and also undertake electrical
load audits to ensure they meet safety
standards without overloading the system
according to the National Electrical Code
of India-2023, it stated.

They have also been asked to use power
management systems to monitor electrical
loads and prevent overloading. In areas
with oxygen tanks or piped oxygen,
implementation of a strict no-smoking
policy and control on heat sources has
been directed by the MCD.
Facilities have been asked to install fire
smoke detectors and fire alarms in all
areas on their premises, particularly in
patient rooms, hallways and common
areas. The advisory stated that material
used in hospital construction and
furnishings should be audited to identify
and replace combustible material with
those that are non-combustible or fire
resistant, particularly in patient care areas.
In critical areas of health facilities,
including ICUs and operation theatres,
installation of automatic sprinkler systems
and accessible hose pipes have been
ordered by the civic body.
The MCD has also directed them to
conduct an annual renewal of the fire
safety no-objection certificate from the
fire department.
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Washing cars with hose,
overflowing tanks to
now attract �2,000 fine
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The Congress on Wednesday
claimed that farmers have

suffered huge losses due to
“unpredictable” import-export
policies of the Modi
Government and asserted that
under an INDIA Bloc
Government such policies
would be decided only after con-
sultations with farmers and their
organisations.
Congress general secretary
Jairam Ramesh said the
Congress has given five guar-
antees to the farmers -- legal
guarantee for Minimum
Support Prices (MSP), loan
waiver, transforming PM Fasal
Bima Yojana, new import-
export policy and making farm-
ers GST-free.
“On import-export policy, I
want to say that we need to put
restrictions on imports and
encourage exports. We ban
exports repeatedly like the ban
on export of rice is not in favour
of the farmers in Punjab and it
is benefitting the farmers of
Pakistan,” Ramesh said in a
video statement on X.
The Congress has given a guar-

antee that the import-export
policy will be decided upon only
after consultations with farmers
and their organisations, the
Congress general secretary said,
adding imports and exports
should be beneficial for formers
not traders.
In his post on X along with the
video statement, Ramesh said
farmers have suffered huge loss-
es due to the “unpredictable”
import-export policies of the
Modi government.
“The Congress has guaranteed

that we will make a concrete law
on import and export of agri-
cultural products which will
support farmers and farmer
organisations and increase their
income,” he said.
The Congress’ Lok Sabha polls
manifesto has stated that it will
formulate and implement a
sound import-export policy for
agricultural commodities, which
will give paramount impor-
tance to protecting the interests
and concerns of farmers.
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There has been an increase of 104 per cent
in the number of political parties contest-

ing Lok Sabha elections from 2009 to 2024,
according to an analysis by poll rights body
Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR).
According to the analysis, 751 political parties
are participating in 2024 as compared to 677
who participated in 2019, 464 in 2014, and 368
in 2009. This surge represents a staggering 104
per cent increase from 2009 to 2024.
The ADR and National Election Watch have

conducted a comprehensive analysis of the self-
sworn affidavits of 8,337 candidates vying for
seats in the upcoming Lok Sabha 2024 elec-
tions.
Out of the total 8,360 contesting candidates, the
breakdown reveals a diverse landscape of
political representation: 1,333 from national
parties, 532 from state parties, 2,580 from reg-
istered unrecognised parties and 3,915 inde-
pendent candidates.

The analysis also sheds light on the prevalence
of criminal cases among candidates. Among
national parties, 443 out of 1,333 candidates
have declared criminal cases, with 295 facing
serious criminal charges.
State parties exhibit a higher proportion, with
249 out of 532 candidates facing criminal cases
and 169 facing serious charges.
Registered unrecognised parties show com-
paratively lower figures with 401 out of 2,580
candidates having criminal cases and 316 fac-
ing serious charges.  Independent candidates
fall in between with 550 out of 3,915 candidates
facing criminal cases and 411 facing serious
charges.
Additionally, the analysis reveals financial
assets of the candidates with 2,572 out of all
8,337 candidates being crorepatis or million-
aires.  Among national parties, 906 out of 1,333
candidates are crorepatis, followed by 421 out
of 532 in state parties, 572 out of 2,580 in reg-
istered unrecognised parties, and 673 out of
3,915 among independent candidates.
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From 7 per cent in 2009 to 9.6 per cent
in 2024, the number of female can-

didates contesting the Lok Sabha elec-
tions saw a steady rise in 15 years,
according to an analysis by the poll
rights body Association of Democratic
Reforms (ADR). This year, 797 women
are in the fray, constituting 9.6 per cent
of the total 8,337 candidates. This
marks an increase from previous gen-
eral assembly elections which recorded
female representation of 9 per cent in
2019, 8 per cent in 2014, and 7 per cent
in 2009, the analysis by the Association
of Democratic Reforms (ADR) s
howed.
In the 2009 Lok Sabha elections, there
were 556 female candidates, making up
7 per cent of the total 7,810 candidates.
This number increased to 640 (8 per
cent of 8,205) in 2014 and further to 716
(9 per cent of 7,928) in 2019.
This year, the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) leads among the major parties
with 69 female Lok Sabha nominees out
of 440, making up 16 per cent of its total
candidates.
The Congress follows with 41 women

out of 327 candidates, constituting 13
per cent. Significantly, smaller parties
and regional players exhibit higher
proportions of female candidates. For
instance, the Naam Tamilar Katchi has
an equal gender representation with 20
out of 40 candidates being women,
translating to 50 per cent. The Lok
Janshakti Party (Ram Vilas) and the
Nationalist Congress Party each have 40
per cent female candidates, with two out
of five being women.
Among prominent parties, the All India
Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK) and the All India Forward
Bloc have the lowest levels of female rep-
resentation at 3 per cent.
Some parties with notable female rep-

resentation in this year’s parliamentary
polls include the Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha (JMM) and the Biju Janata Dal
(BJD), each with 33 per cent, the
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) with 29 per
cent. The Samajwadi Party (SP) has 20
per cent female representation, and the
All India Trinamool Congress (AITC)
25 per cent.
Thirteen per cent of the Lok Sabha can-
didates of the Communist Party of India
(Marxist) are women and the figure
stands at 8 per cent for the Bahujan 
Samaj Party.
Parties such as the Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DMK) and the Communist
Party of India (CPI) has female repre-
sentation at 14 per cent and 7 per cent,
respectively. 
The Janata Dal (United) (JD(U)) and
Shiv Sena each have 13 per cent female
candidates, while the Jharkhand Mukti
Morcha has 33 per cent women nomi-

nees.Both candidates of the Apna Dal
(Sonelal) are women, TDP and BRS each
have 6 per cent female candidates,
Shiromani Akali Dal and Nationalist
Congress Party-Sharadchandra Pawar
each have 8 per cent female contestants,
while Shiv Sena (UBT) has 10 per cent.
Independents, comprising a significant
portion of the candidate pool, have 276
women out of 3,903 Lok Sabha nomi-
nees, representing a modest 7 per cent.
Other parties collectively account for 252
women out of 2,490 candidates, which
is about 10 per cent.
This is the first election since the pas-
sage of the women’s reservation bill to
reserve one-third of seats in Lok Sabha
and state assemblies for women, reviv-
ing a bill pending for 27 years for want
of consensus among parties. The bill is
yet to come into effect.
The current figure of 797 female can-
didates in 2024 represents a 9.6 per cent

share of the total candidate pool of 8,337.
Only two candidates from the third gen-
der category are contesting the polls this
year, both as independents.
During the first phase of the elections
held on April 19, out of 1,618 contest-
ing candidates, only 135 were women.
This pattern continued in the subse-
quent phases, with women candidates
remaining a small fraction of the total.
The second phase held on April 26 saw
1,192 candidates of which 100 were
women. The phase 3 polling on May 7
had 1,352 candidates, including 123
women.
In phase 4 on May 13, of the 1,710 con-
testants, 170 were women. Phase 5 on
May 20 had the fewest candidates at 695,
with 82 women, while the sixth phase
6 had 92 women out of 866 candidates.
In the last phase scheduled for June 1,
there will be 904 candidates, with only
95 women.

Female candidates in LS polls rise from 7
per cent in 2009 to 9.6 per cent in 2024
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There has been an average
increase of 43 per cent over the

last five years in the assets of 324
MPs who have entered the poll fray
again in this Lok Sabha election,
according to an analysis by a poll
rights body.
The average assets of these MPs in
2019 was around Rs 21.55 crore
while in the current electoral cycle,
the average asset value has
increased “significantly” to Rs
30.88 crore, marking an increase of
Rs 9.33 crore over the past five
years,  the Association for
Democratic Reforms (ADR) said
in a report.
It analysed the financial growth
among Members of Parliament
(MPs) recontesting in the 2024
general elections. The counting of
votes for the seven-phase polls will
be taken up on June 4.
The percentage growth in assets for

these 324 MPs between the 2019
and 2024 polls averages at 43 per
cent, the ADR said.
The report said a comparative
analysis of party-wise average
assets between 2019 and 2024 fur-
ther elucidates this trend.
It said among the major parties, the
Bharatiya Janata Party saw a 39.18
per cent increase in the average
assets of its re-contesting 183 MPs
(Rs 18.40 crore to Rs 25.61 crore).
It was 48.76 per cent for 36
Congress MPs (Rs 44.13 crore to
Rs 65.64 crore).
For re-contesting 10 MPs of the
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam it
was 19.96 per cent (Rs 30.93 crore
to Rs 37.10 crore), 48.13 per cent
for eight Shiv Sena MPs (Rs 19.77
crore to Rs 29.28 crore), 20.53 per
cent for five Samajwadi Party MPs
(Rs 20.56 crore to Rs 24.78 crore)
and 84.13 per cent for eight
Yuvajana Sramika Rythu Congress
Party MPs (Rs 28.66 crore to Rs
52.78 crore).
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Union Home Minister
Amit Shah on Wednesday

asserted that this Lok Sabha
election is a contest between
those who constructed the
Ram Temple in Ayodhya and
those who opened fire at Ram
bhakts.
At a poll meeting in Deoria in
support of BJP candidate
Shashank Mani Tripathi, he
accused the opposition of
stalling the construction of the
Ram Temple for over 70 years
and said the temple could only
be built because of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
“This election is between the
one who constructed Ram
Temple and those who opened
fire on Ram Bhakts,” he said
referring to the firing at
karsevaks in 1990 when

Mulayam Singh Yadav was the
Uttar Pradesh chief minister.
Earlier at a rally in
Maharajganj, Shah took a jibe
at the Samajwadi Party and
Congress, saying they have
decided to blame electronic
voting machines for their
defeat in the Lok Sabha polls.
“The counting is on June 4. In
the afternoon the two
‘shehzade’ (Rahul Gandhi and
Akhilesh Yadav) will hold a
press conference and say we
lost the election because EVM
was defective,” he said.
“Modi has crossed 310 seats in
five rounds. Rahul baba you
will not get even 40 seats and
the other ‘shehzade’ (Akhilesh
Yadav) will just get four seats,”
he said at the rally in support
of party candidate Pankaj
Chaudhary.
He said the opposition does
not have a PM candidate and

say they will have five PMs in
five years. 
“This is not a general store but
a nation of 130 crore people.
Can such a PM work?” he
asked.
Targeting the opposition, he
said Congress leaders say that
Pakistan has an atom bomb
but BJP people are not scared
of atom bombs. 
“Pakistan occupied Kashmir is
and will remain part of India
and we will take it back,” he
asserted.
Referring to the Sahara scam,
Shah claimed it occurred
when the opposition was in
power. 
“Arre Akhilesh (Akhilesh
Yadav) the scam took place in
your government. Modi ji
started the process of refund,”
he said.
Sahara group firms were
accused of circumventing

regulations with Ponzi
schemes. The group has
denied the charges.
Seeking to strike a chord with
farmers, Shah said, “It is the
death anniversary of
Chaudhary Charan Singh
today. Narendra Modi did the
work of giving him Bharat
Ratna and gave respect to all
the farmers of Uttar Pradesh.”
The senior BJP leader also
accused the previous
governments of shutting
down sugar mills and
promised that a new mega
sugar mill will be constructed
in Maharajganj if the BJP
comes to power again.
Claiming that terrorist attacks
were rampant in the Congress
government, Shah said at the
rally in Deoria, “When
Narendra Modi came to
power, we did surgical strike
and air strike and hit Pakistan

in their home and ended
terrorism.”
The senior BJP leader also
spoke on the issue of
reservation and accused the
opposition parties of trying to
end reservation for
SC/ST/OBC in order to
appease its vote bank.
“I want to give a Modi
guarantee, no one can lay
hands on the reservation of
SC/ST and OBC till even a
single MP of BJP is in
Parliament. These people have
reduced the reservation of
backward classes for
appeasement politics,” he said. 
He also praised Chief Minister
Yogi Aditayanth and said,
“Yogi ji has cleared the
mosquitoes with cleanliness
and the mafia from Uttar
Pradesh with his style.”
Polling in Maharajganj and
Deoria will be held on June 1. 
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Wednesday

alleged that demography in the
bordering areas of West Bengal
is changing because of
infiltration while illegal
entrants are snatching away the
opportunities meant for local
youths.
Modi also claimed that the
Trinamool Congress
government in the state was
giving away the rights of
“original” OBCs to Muslims by

issuing false caste certificates.
He said, “The demography in
the bordering areas of Bengal is
being changed. The TMC is
against giving citizenship to
religiously persecuted
minorities. Why are they
opposing the CAA so much?
Why are these people (TMC
leaders) lying about the CAA?”
The prime minister alleged
that the TMC has indulged in
the politics of appeasement so
that illegal infiltrators could
settle in Bengal.
He asserted that the Matua
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Madhya Pradesh Chief
Minister Mohan Yadav

has said former Congress
president Rahul Gandhi lacks
political experience and is not
even worth a “matchstick” in
front of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
In an interview to PTI on
Tuesday night, Yadav
slammed Gandhi and RJD
chief Lalu Prasad over their
claims that the Modi
government would be ousted
after the ongoing Lok Sabha
polls, and said there was no
bigger joke than this.
He also said Gandhi was
dreaming of becoming prime
minister but lacked the
courage to contest from their
stronghold Amethi in Uttar
Pradesh.
Asked if the Wayanad MP,
like his grandmother Indira
Gandhi, should have gained
some experience of
governance, Yadav said, “He
neither had the experience of
a minister nor party president
(before he held the post) and
not even politics. The way he
talks...Even the opposition
should have some level,
especially before a personality
(referring to Modi). He
(Gandhi) is not even a lamp
before the sun.”
“His (Gandhi’s) strength is
not even worth a matchbox
stick but he wants to show
himself as light of the sun...So
it is like daydreaming and no
one can stop him from doing
so,” Yadav said.
The BJP leader said Rahul
Gandhi was proved wrong
twice, apparently referring to
Congress’ debacle in the 2014
and 2019 polls.

“On the contrary, Modiji said
before 2014 that he will form
government with absolute
majority as people are
blessing him and it
happened,” he said.
It was for the first time in 60
years that a non-Congress
majority government came to
power in the country, he said.
“Second time also, the BJP
leadership set the target of
300 (seats) and it happened.
This time, the target is 400
and it is already visible as only
one phase (of general
election) is left now,” Yadav
said. He said PM Modi is
putting things before people
with humility.
“People are watching them
(opposition). Now even
leaders from Pakistan are
supporting them. I myself and
Modiji have not taken the
name of Pakistan even once
during several interviews, but
see their (opposition’s)
seriousness,” he said.
People of the country want to
make “an India of 21st
century”. They want to take
the nation forward and it is
not possible for them
(opposition) to do it, he said.
Further targeting Rahul
Gandhi, Yadav said, “The
kind of low-level language he
is using against Modiji,
people of the country have

Choice between those who constructed Ram Temple and those who opened fire at Ram bhakts: Shah
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already given him a
befitting reply in six phases
and the same will be
reflected in the last phase
also on June 1.”
On Rahul Gandhi and Lalu
Prasad claiming the BJP-led
government will be ousted
on June 4, the vote counting
day, Yadav said, “I don’t
consider a bigger joke than
this. Just see who is saying
this. You mentioned Rahul
Gandhi...Before 2014, they
were in power with more
than 235 MPs of their own.
But under his leadership it
was reduced to 115, which
was an impossible thing at
that time.”
They used terms like “Maut
ka Saudagar” for Modi, but
people defeated their
government and their seats
were reduced to 115, he said.
In 2019, they used filthier
language and were reduced
to the “size of a 52-seater
bus” from 115, Yadav
remarked.
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community members would
get Indian citizenship with all
the respect that’s due to them.
The TMC does not want the
Hindus and Matuas to stay in
Bengal, Modi alleged while
addressing his last election
rally in the state in this election
at Kakdwip.

“To appease a section of the
society, the TMC government
is openly attacking the
Constitution, which has given
reservations to Dalits and
backward castes. Reservations
were looted in West Bengal
and false OBC certificates were
issued to Muslims,” Modi said.

He referred to the May 22
Calcutta High Court order that
struck down the Other
Backward Classes (OBC)
status of several classes in West
Bengal granted since 2010,
finding such reservations to
vacancies in services and posts
in the state are illegal. 



In the 1980s, the intro-
duction of Maruti 800
changed the landscape of

the automobile industry in
India for decades to come.
Cut to 2024 and we are
heading towards a similar
revolution in the years to
come - but with a little
twist. 
Countries worldwide are
addressing climate change
by striving to reduce their
carbon footprints. The
adoption of electric vehicles
(EVs), particularly electric
two-wheelers (E2Ws), has
emerged as a significant
step in this effort.
Understanding the environ-
mental impact of E2Ws
compared to conventional
counterparts is crucial.
There is compelling evi-
dence supporting their
widespread adoption as part
of the transition towards
sustainable transportation
systems.
Traditional internal com-
bustion engine (ICE) motor-
cycles and scooters con-
tribute to air and noise pol-
lution. E2Ws have zero
tailpipe emissions and thus,
help in mitigating pollution
levels significantly. In urban
settings, they help in allevi-

ating noise levels as well.
Another advantage is that
their powertrain is more
efficient when compared to
ICE vehicles. Since the con-
version of electrical energy
into mechanical energy is
more effective, E2Ws have
minimal energy wastage and
a diminished carbon foot-
print. E2Ws also operate
quietly and without vibra-
tions or petrol fumes. There
is ongoing innovation to
close the performance gap
between electric and their
conventional fuel-powered
counterparts. 
While ICE engines require
warm-up for optimal perfor-

mance in cold weather,
E2Ws operate at full capac-
ity instantly. This makes the
ride hassle free in any con-
dition. Their advanced fea-
tures like Android-based
instrument clusters and
mobile app connectivity fur-
ther enhance the overall
experience. In contrast with
conventional ICE vehicles,
there is a notable difference
in the energy efficiency of
E2Ws. 
The electric motors are great
at converting a larger por-
tion of electrical energy
from the grid into power at
the wheels. This makes them
highly effective in utilising

energy. The heightened effi-
ciency indicates that they
require less energy to trav-
el the same distance, there-
by reducing their environ-
mental footprint even more.
The production and upkeep
of electric two-wheelers
requires fewer resources and
less energy. Their minimal
maintenance requirements
lead to decreased energy
usage and a smaller environ-
mental footprint.
E2Ws are a promising solu-
tion for reducing carbon
footprints and advancing
towards a more sustainable
transportation paradigm.
There is a need to address
certain challenges such as
those around infrastructure
and accelerating the transi-
tion to renewable energy
sources. This will help
realise the full potential of
E2Ws in mitigating environ-
mental impact. With con-
certed action from policy-
makers, industry stakehold-
ers and consumers, E2Ws
are set to play a significant
role in shaping a greener,
more sustainable future for
transportation.

(The writer is Founder &
CEO, Motovolt Mobility;

views are personal)
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Investing in innovative recycling tech-
nologies and promoting eco-friendly
design can mitigate the e-waste crisis.
Ultimately, individual action is para-
mount. From conscientious disposal
practices to advocating for systemic
change, each of us holds the key to a
cleaner, greener future. Let’s embrace the
challenge of recycling our e-waste and
pave the way for a more sustainable
tomorrow.

Aryan Malhotra | Chandigarh
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Madam — Apropos the news story
“Science Archives Preserve Our Scientific
Legacy,” published on May 28, this is my
response. As an ever-evolving disci-
pline, science continually shapes our
understanding of the world and our place
within it. Reading the newspaper daily,
I’m constantly reminded of how each dis-
covery and innovation contributes to our
present and builds the foundation for
future generations. The COVID-19 pan-
demic, for instance, highlighted the
power of scientific advancements in real-

time, transforming our lives and becom-
ing a part of history.
Scientific knowledge is inherently cumu-
lative, with each generation of scientists
building upon the work of their prede-
cessors. This continuity drives not only
intellectual progress but also economic
and societal growth. The significance of
preserving scientific archives cannot be
overStated, as they store invaluable
materials—research notes, experimental
data and historical correspondence—that
offer insights into the development of sci-
entific thought. In India, initiatives like
the Archives at NCBS play a crucial role
in preserving our scientific heritage.
However, with the risk of losing digital
data, systematic conservation efforts
are vital. Governments should mandate
the periodic submission of research
documents to ensure the longevity and
impact of scientific work, safeguarding
it from becoming lost to time.

Devika Menon | Mumbai
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Madam — Apropos the news story
“Taiwan tracks dozens of Chinese war-
planes and navy vessels off its coast on
the 2nd day of drills,” published on May
24, this is my response. It’s concerning
to witness the escalation of tensions
between Taiwan and China. Taiwan’s
tracking of Chinese military activity
showcases their vigilance in the face of
increasing pressure from Beijing. Despite
the provocative displays from China’s
People’s Liberation Army, Taiwan
remains steadfast, with President Lai
Ching-te affirming the nation’s commit-
ment to freedom and democracy.
The ongoing dispute in Taiwan’s parlia-
ment underscores the internal chal-
lenges they face, yet life continues in
Taipei uninterrupted. China’s aggressive
stance, citing the one-China principle,
only adds to the volatility of the situation.
The international community must
closely monitor these developments to
ensure stability in the region and uphold
Taiwan’s sovereignty.

Avani Singhania | Kolkata
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Madam — Apropos the news story
“Mitigating the e-waste crisis,” pub-
lished on May 28, this is my response. As
technology advances, our reliance on
electronic devices deepens, yet the con-
sequences of our digital age loom large.
E-waste, a byproduct of our tech obses-
sion, poses a multifaceted threat to both
environment and health. The toxic cock-
tail of substances found in discarded elec-
tronics, if not handled properly, can seep
into soil, water and air, wreaking havoc
on ecosystems and human well-being
alike.
The staggering statistics from the Global
E-Waste Monitor 2020 paint a grim pic-
ture of our unsustainable habits.
However, solutions are within reach.
Governments must enforce stringent reg-
ulations on e-waste management, while
manufacturers bear responsibility for the
entire lifecycle of their products.
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Hindus but people belonging
to another religion.
Nevertheless, the message that
comes out from these recent
episodes of temple vandalism
is of the Hindus as a people
being religious-suicidal.
This is all the more unfortu-
nate for two reasons. The
Ramakrishna Mission is world
famous since it was Swami
Vivekananda who single-
handedly informed the world
of the wonder that Hinduism
is. It is ISKCON that enables
so many countries, with its
magnificent temples, to wor-
ship in the Hindu way of
“Hare Rama, Hare Krishna”.
Secondly, it has been only a few
years since the image of Hindu
India began to shine, after cen-
turies of suppression. We now
have the sordid spectacle of
temple and ashram premises
being attacked by goons with
guns, in West Bengal of all
places. It was just over a cen-
tury ago that Congress leader
Gopal Krishna Gokhale had
said, “What Bengal thinks
today, India thinks tomor-
row”. It signified the province
of Bengal was a leader. Is this
what leaders do and that too
for winning some seats in
four or five constituencies?
Just look back at the
Renaissance, which in many
ways, was comprehensively

led by Bengal. But before that,
let us not forget Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu, who is consid-
ered by many to have been an
avatar of Krishna. Chaitanya
saved at least a part of Bengal
for Bharat; but for him, the
whole of the province would
have been swallowed by
Pakistan and then ruined. He
stood between the conversion
of the poorer Bengalis to Islam
and saving them so that today
they can worship Krishna.
Ramakrishna Paramahansa
was also a divine gift of Bengal,
who himself had a glimpse of
the divine.
One could go on and on about
Bengal’s contributions to the
country. Modern India’s great-
est poet was Rabindranath
Tagore, again, a gift of Bengal.
His lyrics are today are nation-
al anthem. One cannot ever
forget Bankim Chandra
Chattopadhyay and his stirring
song Vande Mataram, which
became the freedom anthem
of India’s national movement
and inspired countless revolu-
tionaries to armed action for
combating the colonial raj, as
well as to embrace the gallows
in their supremely inspired
quest. Bengal is a virtual ency-
clopaedia of the 19th and
20th-century, greats of India.
It would need an entire volume
to describe how and when the

saga began to sour. From the
climbing of lofty heights of art,
culture, literature and industry,
Bengal began to slip towards
an existence that wouldn’t be
envied in the least. 
The late Nirad Chaudhari,
one of the finest writers the
English language world has
seen, gave vent to this angst by
saying that the people of his are
the “finest virtuosi of factious-
ness”, not a flattering comment,
though this writer, having
being raised in Bengal and able
to speak fluent Bengali, is
wont to take a much more pos-
itive view. 
The sense of being Bengali is
of course very pronounced, but
the unity a common language
can foster cannot stand before
the pull of religion, as has been
the historical experience
throughout most significant
parts of the world. That the
State that led India’s renais-
sance in the 19th century has
fallen into this travesty is a sad
tale, but Bengal has been
known to come back strongly
towards nationalism every
time it is felt that the province
might have gone astray.
Perhaps therein lies the silver
lining.

(The writer is a well-known
columnist, an author and a

former member of the Rajya
Sabha; views are personal)
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West Bengal is
again in the
news and again
for the wrong
reasons. The

premises of the venerable
Ramakrishna Mission at
Jalpaiguri have been vandalised
by the goons of the State’s ruling
Trinamool Congress (TMC).
That hasn’t been the only incident
of attacking a religious or spiritu-
al centre. The ISKCON temple
premises in the State have also
been the target of the TMC
brigade, as the State’s chief min-
ister Mamata Banerjee suspects
the organisation’s monks of being
BJP sympathisers. So too have the
premises of the Bharat Sevashram
Sangh (BSS) at Beldanga in the
district of Murshidabad suffered
the ire of the ruling party’s rough-
necks. One of the BSS monks
Kartik Maharaj has drawn
Mamata Banerjee’s ire as he is
thought to be working towards
influencing voters in favour of the
BJP. Banerjee also believes that the
ISKCON is playing a similar
role.
The Ramakrishna Mission or
RKM, as it is also known, head-
quartered in Kolkata’s Belur Math
was founded in 1897, by the great
spiritual Ramakrishna
Paramahansa’s most renowned
disciple, Swami Vivekananda.
The latter was truly a global icon
of modern Hinduism and plant-
ed the flag of Sanatana Dharma
in the West, beginning with his
spiritual conquest in Chicago in
1893 at a conference of the World
Parliament of Religions. Though
the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness
(ISKCON) was founded in New
York, its founder Bhaktivedanta
Swami Prabhupada or Srila
Prabhupada was born in Calcutta
and ventured to the US only in his
old age, at 69, to spread the mes-
sage of Krishna to America and
the rest of the world. To vandalise
such highly regarded institutions
such as the venerable
Ramakrishna Ashram and the
internationally respected
ISKCON, which has over 160
temples across the globe and
that too by some citizens of a
country that is predominantly
Hindu, is unthinkable and unpar-
donable. It is possible that the per-
petrators of these attacks are not
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Anaya Patel | Pune
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Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is the ex-novo comput-
er technology that

essentially deals with develop-
ing machines capable of imi-
tating human behaviour. The
Encyclopedia Britannica
defines AI as the “ability of a
computer or robot to per-
form tasks commonly associ-
ated with intelligent beings
such as perception, critical
thinking and decision-mak-
ing”. As far as the human
mind is concerned, first, it
processes the information,
analyses the processed infor-
mation from various angles
and finally arrives at a logical
conclusion. On the contrary,
AI is a software programme
that solely relies on pre-fed
computer data to answer a
query. In the entire process, the
computer system behaves like

a human mind. AI is the order
of the day and admittedly,
holds the potential to bring
about revolutionary changes in
communications, defence,
healthcare and agriculture. In
fact, till recently, the task that
was considered impossible
even for a machine to perform
now AI has turned into a real-
ity. AI has considerably
brought computers very close
to imitating the human mind,
thus, diminishing the gap

between man and machine.
Today AI has found its appli-
cation in a variety of fields such
as education, finance, defence,
agriculture and healthcare.
Leading medical research insti-
tutions use AI for experiment,
diagnosis, treatment and mon-
itoring of deadly diseases. AI
facilitates high-quality tissue
sample analysis that paves the
way for precise prognosis. In
this day and age pharmaceu-
tical companies are using AI
for drug discovery and chem-
ical analysis. With the help of
AI doctors and healthcare
professionals can precisely
diagnose serious medical con-
ditions such as cancer and
stroke. In the education sector
too, AI plays an important role.
AI has proved to be an
extremely handy tool to devel-
op study material, student

evaluation, grading and mon-
itoring. Thus, teachers save
their precious time which they
can utilise in productive aca-
demic pursuits as well as
engage in meaningful discus-
sions with students. AI-pow-
ered virtual educator robots
substantially improve teaching
and learning outcomes.
Now let us see some of the
imminent dangers of AI. The
picture is not as rosy as it
appears for the AI. Widespread
indignant use of AI in almost
every sphere of human activ-
ity is bound to raise some seri-
ous concerns concerning pri-
vacy, data security and trans-
parency. Psychological well-
being and social issues warrant
our immediate attention.
Companies are gradually
replacing humans with AI-
powered robots to perform

specific tasks at the work-
place. This causes anxiety
among employees and
adversely affects their mental
and emotional well-being. The
technical dexterity of comput-
ers also is a major challenge for
humans in the workplace. Of
late AI AI-driven Deepfake
videos and online Bots have
spread at an alarming pace.
Deepfake videos and online
Bots are capable of orchestrat-
ing a fabricated consensus
and manipulating public opin-
ion. Fake news spreads like
wildfire disturbing peace and
leading to social unrest.
Another disadvantage of AI is
that it makes it extremely
tough to distinguish between
the original and the fake. AI-
induced human rights viola-
tions should be stopped at the
earliest. AI-powered changing

technology landscape has jeop-
ardised data security, privacy,
dignity, employment, equality,
political rights and secrecy.
Experts and sociologists have
expressed reservations regard-
ing the detrimental impacts of
over-reliance on AI and
human robots in important
sectors like healthcare, law,
marketing, accounting, educa-
tion, management, technolo-
gy and workplaces. AI’s tech-
nological diligence, incredible
analysis power and the ability
to perform repetitive tasks
may lead to huge layoffs.
Consequently, this gives rise to
a disproportionately high
unemployment rate.
Employees and the labourers
may be subjected to discrim-
ination and disparities and
their professional and social
security may be at stake. To

check the AI misuse a well-
defined and comprehensive
technological-labour policy is
the need of the hour. Some of
the measures that help work-
ers survive in the AI-driven
landscape are regular up-gra-
dation of employee skills
through appropriate training,
honing up of technical skills
and developing Soft skills. 
Lo and behold! Let’s not lose
sight of the fact that AI is com-
pletely devoid of human tem-
perament, comprehension and
creativity. The human mind is
blessed with infinite creative
power and Higher Order
Thinking Skills (HOTS).
These supreme attributes pro-
pel human beings to an elevat-
ed plane and place them on a
higher pedestal than machines.
On the contrary, AI is data-dri-
ven and follows a defined tra-

jectory, thus, fails to capture
human emotions, perception
and the ability to perform
tasks by adapting to a given
environment. Since AI is in its
nascent stage, therefore, it is
too soon to assume that AI can
take over humans shortly as
humans continue to be the fons
et origo of originality and
innovation.
Another threat that scares us
is that if ever in the future tech-
nologically advanced
machines take Man as their
enemy then the entire human
race may face existential crises.
Pre-empting these dangers the
US and the European coun-
tries have taken a locus stan-
di to oppose AI and have taken
stringent legal measures to
curb AI’s capricious use.

(The writer is a professor;
views are personal) 
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delivery speed and overall efficien-
cy in India. Efforts to improve dig-
ital literacy have further accelerat-
ed technology adoption, with 70 per
cent of businesses identifying as
“Digital Businesses” and the coun-
try exhibiting the highest fintech
adoption rate at 87 per cent. The
application of AI in business oper-
ations has markedly improved oper-
ational efficiency, customer satisfac-
tion and decision-making, position-
ing India as a global leader in AI
adoption. However, the rapid digi-
tal transformation necessitates a bal-
ance between creating employment
and providing the relevant skill sets
for technology-demanding jobs for
a new generation is a national
need. 
The service sector unequivocally
offers both abundant opportunities
and formidable challenges.
Addressing challenges demands a
resolute, comprehensive approach
with astute policies and unwavering
implementation. Public-private
partnerships and policies aimed at
bridging the skill gaps must be exe-
cuted with unwavering effectiveness.
Educational institutions must
urgently revamp their curriculum to
directly align with the market’s
skill demands.
Technological advancement, while
propelling economic growth, unde-
niably necessitates relentless skill
development. To fully exploit tech-
nological progress, educational
institutions must steadfastly ensure
their curriculum is consistently
updated and in sync with the latest
innovations.
Skill Gap: In India, the skill gap in
the labour force is a significant chal-
lenge, with only 51 per cent of the
youth deemed employable due to a
lack of necessary skills. This issue is
exacerbated by the country’s diverse
socio-economic conditions, par-
ticularly affecting those in rural
areas and from economically disad-
vantaged backgrounds, who lack

access to quality education and
training. This situation perpetuates
cycles of poverty and aggravates
wage inequality. Moreover, inade-
quate emphasis on developing non-
technical skills such as communi-
cation, critical thinking and leader-
ship, which are increasingly in
demand, further compounds the
problem. The absence of these
skills from the curriculum of most
educational institutes compels
employers to choose candidates
only from a handful of premier
institutes. Additionally, there is a sig-
nificant mismatch between the
skills taught and those required by
employers, leading to unemploy-
ment even among the formally
educated.
Efforts to bridge this gap must
include public-private partnerships
(PPPs), such as the initiative to
upgrade Industrial Training
Institutes (ITIs) and the National
Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC) to train 150 million peo-
ple by 2024. These initiatives are
crucial steps toward aligning edu-
cational outcomes with market
needs, emphasising the vital impor-
tance of both technical and non-
technical skills development to
enhance employability.
Gender Inequality: Female
employability in India has consis-
tently exceeded male employabili-
ty from 2020 to 2023, but there was
a drop in 2024. Furthermore, it has
been higher for seven out of eleven
years of the Wheebiz India Skills
Reports. However, there has been a
persistent gap between female and
male labour force participation,
indicating a clear bias against
employing women over men. This
bias is diminishing as female labour
force participation has risen over the
years, but substantial improvement
is still necessary.
The Indian Government has imple-
mented various initiatives to foster
gender-inclusive employment, aim-

ing to bridge the gender gap in the
workplace, making employing
female labourers more lucrative
while also ensuring it does not come
at the cost of pay disparity.
One significant legislation is the
Equal Remuneration Act of 1976,
designed to eliminate the wage gap
between genders by ensuring equal
pay for equal work. However, the act
faces challenges, such as the narrow
interpretation of the same work or
work of a similar nature and the
onus on employees to prove dis-
crimination, which is difficult due
to workplace power dynamics and
legal complexities.
Additionally, the Government has
launched schemes like Mission
Shakti and the Deendayal
Antyodaya Yojna-National Rural
Livelihoods Mission(DAY-NRLM),
focusing on women’s skill develop-
ment and employability. These ini-
tiatives include exclusive training
institutes for women, industry-ori-
ented courses and partnerships
with private sector bodies and
NGOs. To encourage female partic-
ipation in skill development, 30 per
cent of seats in ITIs and ITCs are
reserved for women. 
These measures represent a compre-
hensive and assertive approach to
promoting gender equality in
employment, highlighting the cru-
cial importance of legislative sup-
port, skill development and finan-
cial empowerment in achieving a
more inclusive workforce. These
unwavering steps will guarantee the
complete realisation of the Indian
economy’s potential and the equi-
table distribution of the benefits of
skills development.

(The writer is Co-Founder and
MD, of Orane International, a

Training Partner with the 
National Skill Development

Corporation(NSDC), Network
Member, of India International

Skill Centres, an initiative of GoI.
Views expressed are personal)

The service sector has undeniably
been the primary driver of India’s
growth since 2000. The excep-
tional performance of certain
modern services has unequivo-

cally contributed to the creation of more
productive and decent employment. The
reliance on services for economic growth
unequivocally demands a fully developed
job market, enabling a free flow of the work-
force. The absence of such mechanisms will
undoubtedly lead to rigidity in the services
sector, curtailing growth against the back-
drop of the increasingly important position
of the services sector. The key focus areas
include the pivotal role of technology in
shaping the services sector and stimulating
job growth in other sectors through mul-
tiplier effects.
The momentous transformation of the
Indian economy is irrefutably being spear-
headed by the service sector, which
unequivocally contributes more than 50 per
cent of the GDP. The sector’s expansion is
not happening in isolation but is deeply
intertwined with global technological
advancements. Technological progress has
undeniably been a catalyst for efficiency,
customer satisfaction, market expansion
and data-driven decision-making within
firms. It has also undeniably given rise to
new service categories, such as e-commerce
and other tech-based services like Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things
(IoT), revolutionising the sector.
The relationship between the service sec-
tor’s growth and technological innovation
is undeniably mutually beneficial. As the
service sector expands, it undeniably fuels
further innovation in technology-based
solutions. New ventures and their techno-
logical needs undeniably push for contin-
uous technological advancements to gain
the competitiveness needed to maintain
their foothold in the dynamic industry. This
competition and need for differentiation
undeniably lead to increased investments
in research and development (R&D) and
open innovations, benefiting both the
firms involved and the public. 
The introduction of 5G and the ongoing
development of 6G technologies have sig-
nificantly enhanced connectivity, service
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AP n WASHINGTON

Melinda French Gates says she will be
donating USD 1 billion over the next

two years to individuals and organisations
working on behalf of women and families
globally, including on reproductive rights
in the United States.
It’s the second billion-dollar commitment
French Gates has personally made in the
past five years. In 2019, she pledged over
ten years to expand women’s power and
influence.
Earlier this month, French Gates
announced she would step down from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and
vowed to focus on women and families. As
a part of leaving the Gates Foundation,
French Gates received USD 12 billion from
Bill Gates for her philanthropy going for-
ward.
French Gates, one of the biggest philan-
thropic supporters of gender equity in the
US, said on Tuesday in a guest essay for
The New York Times that she’s been frus-

trated over the years by people who say it’s
not the right time to talk about gender
equality.
“Decades of research on economics, well-
being and governance make it clear that
investing in women and girls benefits
everyone,” she wrote.
French Gates said over the last few weeks
she’s started directing what will total USD
200 million in new grants through her
organisation, Pivotal Ventures, to groups
working in the US to protect women’s
rights and advance their power and influ-
ence.
The grants are for general operating sup-
port, meaning they are not earmarked for
specific projects. The groups include the
National Women’s Law Centre, the
National Domestic Workers Alliance and
the Centre for Reproductive Rights.
Teresa Younger, the president and CEO of
the Ms. Foundation for Women, who also
received a grant, has long called on donors
to give unrestricted, multi-year funding to
organizations. She praised French Gates’

new commitment as a part of a larger trend
of major women donors giving generous-
ly to nonprofits.
“If philanthropy took lessons from the way
that women are moving money, we would
see more money in the field having
greater impact,” Younger said.
Her organisation learned of the grant,
which is the first they’ve received from
Pivotal Ventures within the last week, and
Younger said there was no application
process. She declined to disclose the
amount of the grant but said it would help
expand their work with organisations in
the South and Midwest.
The nonprofit MomsRising Education
Fund also received a grant that will extend
to the end of 2026, with Kristin Rowe-
Finkbeiner, its executive director and
CEO, saying, “We’re deeply honored and
enormously grateful that Melinda French
Gates is stepping up for women and fam-
ilies in a time when the rights of our
daughters may be significantly less than of
ourselves or our own mothers.”

French Gates also pledged to give 12 indi-
viduals USD 20 million each to distribute
to nonprofit organisations of their choice
before the end of 2026. Those funds will
be managed by the National Philanthropic
Trust, one of the largest public charities
that offers donor-advised funds, a
spokesperson for Pivotal Ventures said.
In total, French Gates announced $690
million in commitments out of the
promised USD 1 billion, which also
include an “open call” for applications that
the organisation Lever for Change will
administer this fall. French Gates said USD
250 million will be awarded to fund
organisations working to improve women’s
mental and physical health globally.
French Gates’ Pivotal Ventures is a limit-
ed liability company that also manages
investments in for profit ventures, so there
is little public information about its grant-
making or the assets it manages. Pivotal
Ventures has focused on a number of
avenues to increase women’s economic and
political participation and power, like

closing the wage gap, compensating care
work often done by women, and encour-
aging women to run for political office.
Pivotal Ventures said it has committed
USD 875 million of the USD 1 billion that
French Gates pledged in 2019 to a mixture
of venture and philanthropic funding.
Additionally, the Gates Foundation has
funded research and interventions to
improve maternal mortality and women’s
health more broadly for years. In 2020, it
hired its first president for its gender qual-
ity division and in 2021, the foundation
pledged USD 2.1 billion to gender equity
efforts convened by UN Women.
In her essay Tuesday, French Gates touched
upon the high maternal mortality rates in
the US, noting that Black and Native
American mothers are at the highest risk.
“Women in 14 states have lost the right to
terminate a pregnancy under almost any
circumstances. We remain the only
advanced economy without any form of
national paid family leave. And the num-
ber of teenage girls experiencing suicidal

thoughts and persistent feelings of sadness
and hopelessness is at a decade high,” she
said.
French Gates will be leaving the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation next week. She
helped co-found the organisation nearly
25 years ago.
The Associated Press receives financial
support for news coverage in Africa from
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and
for news coverage of women in the work-
force and state governments from Pivotal
Ventures.
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
will change its name to the Gates
Foundation. It is one of the largest phil-
anthropic organisations in the world. As
of December 2023, its endowment was
USD 75.2 billion, thanks to donations from
Gates and the billionaire investor Warren
Buffett. While it works across many issues,
global health remains its largest area of
work, and most of its funding is meant to
address issues internationally rather than
in the US.

Melinda French Gates to donate USD 1 billion over next 2 years in support of women’s rights

PTI n COLOMBO

Sri Lankan police have arrest-
ed two more suspects alleged-
ly linked to the Islamic State
(ISIS) from the country’s north-
western region, officials said on
Wednesday. The development
comes days after the Gujarat
Anti-Terrorist Squad arrested
four Sri Lankans with links to
ISIS at the airport in
Ahmedabad. The four men
had taken an Indigo flight out
of Colombo to Chennai on
May 19. Sri Lankan security
forces suspect that a 46-year-
old man - identified as Osmand
Gerrard - acted as their handler
and facilitated their movement
from Lanka to India.
Sri Lanka Police recently
announced a cash award of Rs.
2 million for any credible infor-
mation on the whereabouts of
the wanted suspect.
The CID has arrested two peo-

ple in Bangadeniya, Chilaw
for their alleged links with
ISIS members, officials said.
Investigations conducted so
far have not confirmed that the
two are ISIS members, they
added.
Meanwhile, the Colombo mag-
istrate’s court on Wednesday
granted bail to a university lec-
turer who had stated to the
media that four individuals
who had been arrested in India
were part of a list in the presi-
dential commission report
which said that they must be
put through a programme of
de-radicalisation.  
He was arrested on Tuesday to
record a statement to verify his
claim, the police said. Despite
his television statement, he
denied any knowledge of such
a thing when quizzed by the
police, the police said.
The exchange of information
between Sri Lanka and India

has commenced concerning
the Sri Lankans arrested in
India. This collaborative effort
involves both the Sri Lanka
Army Intelligence Division and
the Police Terrorist
Investigations Division, the
local media said on Tuesday.
Among the arrested individu-
als, Mohammed Nusrat is a
businessman involved in
importing telecommunication
devices and electrical equip-
ment from countries such as
Singapore, Malaysia, and
Dubai, the news portal said.
Nusrat operated within
Colombo, where he sold these
imported goods.
Mohammad Nafran, 27, who
was also arrested, has been
identified as the son of the first
wife of Niyas Naufer aka ‘Potta
Naufer’ the notorious under-
world criminal who was sen-
tenced to death for the killing
of High Court Judge Sarath

Ambepitiya.
The other two Sri Lankans are
35-year-old Mohammad Faris
from Maligawatte, Colombo
and 43-year-old Mohammad
Rashdeen from Colombo 13.
Mohammad Faris had worked
as a ‘Nattami’ or cart puller in
Pettah, and was arrested by the
Colombo Crimes Division on
March 11, 2023, and November
1 of the same year.
On May 21, his close associate
Hameed Amir was arrested by
the Terrorist Investigations
Division. Mohammad Faris
left for Chennai, India on May
19. The other suspect is
Mohammad Rashdeen, a three-
wheeler driver. Security forces
suspect that he is linked to traf-
ficking crystal meth or ICE.
Last week, the Sri Lankan
authorities launched a high-
powered operation to investi-
gate the four Sri Lankans
arrested in Gujarat.

Two more held in Lanka for ISIS links Sherpa concerned about garbage
on higher camps of Mt Everest
AP n KATHMANDU

One of the greatest Mount
Everest guides on

Wednesday expressed concerns
about the peak’s growing piles
of garbage, as he was honoured
by his government to mark
Everest Day. 
Sherpa guide Kami Rita, who
has scaled Mount Everest a
record 30 times, was honoured
by Nepal’s Prime Minister
Pushpa Kamal Dahal in
Kathmandu on the anniversary
of the first successful summit
by New Zealander Edmund
Hillary and Nepali Sherpa
Tenzing Norgay in 1953.
Kami Rita said he was deeply
worried by the accumulation of
garbage that’s been surfacing as
ice and snow melt from the

peak. 
“It is very necessary to imme-
diately direct our attention to
this,” he said, adding that
Everest Day should really be
celebrated by government
funding campaigns to clean up
the camps near the summit. 
There have been clean up cam-
paigns on the mountain almost
every year. A team of Nepali
soldiers were still on the moun-
tain picking up trash left
behind by previous expedi-
tions.
“At the moment, not enough
garbage has been taken out
from Camp 3 or 4,” Kami Rita
said. “There had been cleanup
campaigns but all of that have
been for either Camp 2 or
below.”
Kami Rita also said Sherpa

guides working on the moun-
tain should have better condi-
tions and benefits.
“There needs to be increased
amount of insurance up to
6,000,000 rupees (USD 45,000)
and there should be a provident
fund,” he said. 
The 54-year-old guide had
scaled the 8,849-meter (29,032-
foot) peak twice this month,
breaking his own record for the
most successful climbs.
His closest competitor is fellow
Sherpa guide Pasang Dawa,
who has 27 successful ascents.
Kami Rita first climbed Everest
in 1994 and has been making
the trip nearly every year since.
He is one of many Sherpa
guides whose expertise and
skills are vital to the safety and
success each year of foreign

climbers aspiring to stand on
top of the world. 
His father was among the
first Sherpa mountain guides.
In addition to his Everest
climbs, Kami Rita has scaled
several other peaks that are
among the world’s highest,
including K2, Cho Oyu,
Manaslu and Lhotse.
Several climbers and people in
the community were honoured
alongside Kami Rita. 

Kaamya Karthikeyan, the
youngest Indian Mount Everest
summiter, was also felicitated
by Nepal Prime Minister
Pushpa Kamal Dahal
‘Prachanda’ at a special func-
tion here on the International
Everest Day along with other
veteran international sum-
miters.

Three Israeli soldiers killed in
booby trap explosion in Rafah 
AP n JERUSALEM

Three soldiers have been
killed in Rafah, the Israeli
military said Wednesday.

Israeli media reported that the
soldiers were killed when a
booby trap exploded Tuesday,
and three other soldiers were
wounded. The military says at
least 290 soldiers have been
killed since the ground opera-
tion in Gaza began in October.
Israel says it is carrying out lim-
ited operations in eastern Rafah
along the Gaza-Egypt border.
Palestinians in Rafah reported
heavy fighting Wednesday as
Israeli forces pressed their
assault on the border town
once seen as the territory’s last
refuge. The United States and
other allies of Israel have
warned against a full-fledged
offensive in the city.
Israeli leaders say their forces
must enter Rafah to dismantle
Hamas and return hostages
taken in the October 7 attack
that triggered the war.
Fighting in Rafah has caused
more than 1 million
Palestinians to flee, most of
whom had already been dis-
placed in the war between
Israel and Hamas. They now
seek refuge in squalid tent
camps and other war-ravaged
areas, where they lack shelter,
food, water and other essentials

for survival, the UN says.
Israeli bombardments and
ground offensives in Gaza have
killed more than 36,000
Palestinians, according to the
Health Ministry, which doesn’t
distinguish between combat-
ants and civilians.
Israel launched its war in Gaza
after Hamas’ October 7 attack
in which militants stormed
into southern Israel, killed
some 1,200 people — mostly
civilians — and abducted about
250. Israel says around 100
hostages are still captive in
Gaza, along with the bodies of
around 30 more.
IFRC JOINS GROWING
CALLS FOR A CEASE-FIRE:
The International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies joined growing calls
Wednesday for a cease-fire
and humanitarian aid access to
the Gaza Strip, saying these
were critically needed to ease
the horrific suffering of civil-
ians trapped in the seven-
month conflict. “It’s absolute-
ly imperative,” IFRC President
Kate Forbes told The
Associated Press in an inter-
view in the Philippine capital,
Manila, where she was to hold
a series of meetings. “First, we
have to have a government
solution to get a cease-fire so
that we can get access and then,
we will give aid to both sides.”

Some areas need “psychosocial
support and in some, it’s going
to be absolute aid,” said Forbes,
who rose to the presidency of
the world’s largest humanitar-
ian network in December. “I’ve
said this is both a sprint and a
marathon. We need to get aid

immediately in Gaza for peo-
ple who have malnutrition,
there’s not adequate sanita-
tion,” she said. “But it’s going to
be a marathon in that there’s
going to be aid that’s going to
be needed for decades to repair
Gaza and the people there.”

US condemns loss of life,
says no policy changes
AP n WASHINGTON

The White House on Tuesday condemned the loss of life
of dozens of civilians as a result of an Israeli airstrike in

Rafah, but said it is not planning any policy changes as a result
of the Israeli actions. National Security Council spokesman
John Kirby told reporters that Israel had not violated Biden’s
“red line” for withholding future offensive arms transfers
because it has not, and it appears to the US that it will not,
launch a full-scale ground invasion into the city.
“Everything that we can see tells us that they are not moving
into a major ground operation in population centres in the
centre of Rafah,” Kirby said. Kirby called the loss of life “heart-
breaking” and “horrific”, and said the US was monitoring the
results of an Israeli investigation into the strike, which sug-
gested the civilian deaths were the result of a secondary explo-
sion after a successful strike on two Hamas operatives.
“We understand that this strike did kill two senior Hamas heads
who are directly responsible for attacks,” Kirby said. “We’ve
also said many times Israel must take every precaution pos-
sible to do more to protect innocent life.” Asked whether the
strike would result in any US policy changes, Kirby said, “I
have no policy changes to speak to.” 

Major Radhika Sen of India stands near the Gandhi Statue at UN HQ. Sen will receive the prestigious ‘2023 United Nations
Military Gender Advocate of the Year Award’ from UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres during a ceremony at the world
body's headquarters on May 30, 2024 to mark International Day of UN Peacekeepers. PTI 

Police search European Parliament 
over suspected Russian interference
AP n BRUSSELS

Belgium’s federal prosecu-
tor’s office said on

Wednesday that police carried
out searches at the residence of
an employee of the European
Parliament and at his office in
the Parliament’s building in
Brussels over suspected Russian
interference.
Prosecutors said in statement
that the suspect’s office in
Strasbourg, where the EU
Parliament’s headquarters are
located in France, was also
searched in partnership with
the EU’s judicial cooperation
agency, Eurojust, and French
judicial authorities.
The raids took place less than

two weeks before Europe-wide
polls on June 6-9 to elect a new
EU parliament.
The investigation was
announced last month by
Belgian Prime Minister
Alexander De Croo, who said
his country’s intelligence ser-
vice has confirmed the exis-
tence of a network trying to
undermine support for
Ukraine.
“The searches are part of a case
of interference, passive corrup-
tion and membership of a
criminal organization and
relates to indications of Russian
interference, whereby Members
of the European Parliament
were approached and paid to
promote Russian propaganda

via the Voice of Europe news
website,” prosecutors said.
Prosecutors said they believe
the employee played “a signif-
icant role in this.”
De Croo said last month 
that the  probe  showed 
that  members  of  the
European Parliament  were
approached and  offered
money to promote Russian
propaganda.
“According to our intelligence
service, the objectives of
Moscow are very clear. The
objective is to help elect more
pro-Russian candidates to the
European Parliament and to
reinforce a certain pro-Russian
narrative in that institution,” he
said.

N Korea flies trash balloons over South
AP n SEOUL

North Korea flew hun-
dreds of trash-carrying

balloons toward South Korea
in one of its most bizarre
provocations against its rival
in years,  prompting the
South’s military to mobilise
chemical  and explosive
response teams to recover
objects and debris in different
parts of the country.
The ballooning campaign
came as North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un urged his mili-
tary scientists to overcome a
failed satellite launch and
continue developing space-
based reconnaissance capabil-

ities, which he described as
crucial for countering US and
South Korean military activ-
it ies ,  state media said
Wednesday.
In his first public comments
about the launch failure, Kim
also warned of unspecified
“stern” action against South
Korea over an exercise involv-
ing 20 fighter jets near the
inter-Korean border hours
before North Korea’s failed
launch on Monday. In a
speech Tuesday, Kim called
the South Korean response
“hysterical insanity” and “a
very dangerous provocation
that cannot be ignored,” the
North’s  of f icia l  Korean

Central News Agency said
Wednesday. 
In another sign of tensions
between the war-divided
rivals, South Korea’s Joint
Chiefs of Staff said North
Korea also has been flying
large numbers of balloons
carrying trash toward the
South since Tuesday night, in
an apparent retaliation against
South Korean activists for
flying anti-Pyongyang propa-
ganda leaflets across the bor-
der. The South’s military said
about 260 North Korean bal-
loons were found dropped in
various parts of the country as
of Wednesday afternoon and
were being recovered by mili-

tary rapid response and explo-
sive clearance teams. It advised
civilians not to touch the
objects flown from North
Korea and to report to military
or police after discovering
them. Photos released by the
military showed trash scat-
tered across highways and
roads in different parts of the
country. In the capital, Seoul,
military officials found what
appeared to be a timer that was
likely designed to pop the bags
of trash midair. In the central
South Chungcheong province,
two huge balloons carrying an
un-popped plastic bag filled
with dirt-like substances were
seen at a road. 

Algeria proposes SC resolution
seeking Israel halt Rafah
AP n UNITED NATIONS

Algeria is circulating a pro-
posed UN Security
Council resolution that

would demand an immediate
cease-fire in Gaza and order
Israel to halt its military offensive
in the southern city of Rafah
immediately.
The draft resolution, obtained on
Wednesday evening by The
Associated Press, also demands
that the cease-fire be respected by
all parties. It also calls for the
immediate release of all hostages
taken during Hamas’ attack in
southern Israel on October 7.
Some diplomats said they hoped
for a quick vote, even as early as
Wednesday.
“It is our hope that it can be done
as quickly as possible because life
is in the balance,” Chinese
Ambassador Fu Cong told
reporters.
US Ambassador Linda Thomas-

Greenfield said: “We’re waiting to
see it and then we’ll react to it.”
The United States has vetoed
multiple resolutions demanding
a cease-fire in Gaza.
The draft demands compliance
with previous Security Council
resolutions that call for the open-
ing of all border crossings and
humanitarian access to Gaza’s 2.3
million people who desperately
need food and other aid.
The proposed resolution says that
“the catastrophic situation in the
Gaza Strip constitutes a threat to
regional and international peace
and security”. It expresses grave
concern at “famine spreading
throughout the Gaza Strip” and
the suffering of Palestinians who
took refuge in Rafah.
The resolution would demand
that Israel “immediately halt its
military offensive, and any other
action in Rafah”.
The draft condemns what it
calls “the indiscriminate target-

ing of civilians, including women
and children, and civilian infra-
structure” and reiterates the
council’s demand for all parties
to comply with international law
requiring the protection of civil-
ians.
Algeria’s UN ambassador, Amar
Bendjama, who is also the Arab
representative on the Security
Council, told reporters after
emergency closed council consul-
tations Tuesday that he would be
sending the draft resolution to the
15-member council later in the
evening.
Algeria called the emergency
council meeting as Israel pushed
ahead with its military operation
in Rafah, where over a million
Palestinians had sought refuge. It
followed Sunday night’s Israeli
airstrikes that triggered a fire
engulfing tents in a camp for dis-
placed Palestinians west of Rafah,
killing 45 people and injured over
100 others.

US officials in 
Ukraine to 
discuss seizing
Russian assets
AP n WASHINGTON

Asenior US Treasury official is
in Kyiv this week to talk with

government officials about US
financial support for Ukraine,
efforts to tighten sanctions on
Russia and plans to use immobi-
lized Russian sovereign assets for
the benefit of Ukraine as it fends
off Russian forces. 
Deputy Secretary Wally
Adeyemo’s trip comes as Russia
gains territory on the battlefield
after an especially lengthy delay
in US military aid left Ukraine at
the mercy of Russia’s bigger army
and as the outlook for Ukraine’s
state finances is on shakier
ground. 
Adeyemo is set to meet with offi-
cials in Ukraine’s finance ministry
and president’s office. He’s also
planning a stop at the Kyiv
School of Economics to speak
with faculty and civil society
groups working on sanctions
policy and ways to make sanc-
tions on Russia more effective.
President Joe Biden signed leg-
islation in April that allows the
administration to seize the
roughly USD5 billion in Russian
state assets located in the US.
However, a majority of the USD
260 billion in frozen Russian
assets are in Europe, and US offi-
cials are hoping for a consensus
from their European allies on
how to spend that money.
US Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen met in Stresa, Italy, with
her counterparts from the Group
of Seven nations last week to dis-
cuss how to squeeze money out
of the frozen Russian assets to
support Kyiv’s war effort. 
She said loaning Ukraine USD 50
billion from the assets “has been
mentioned as a possible number
that could be achieved,” but that
the specific approach was still
under discussion.

Sweden assures
USD 1.23b aid
to Ukraine
AP n COPENHAGEN

The Swedish government said
on Wednesday that it will
donate military aid to Ukraine
worth 13 billion kronor (USD
1.23 billion) in the largest help
package Sweden has so far
donated. “It consists of equip-
ment that is at the top of
Ukraine’s priority list,” Deputy
Prime Minister Ebba Busch
said. It included air defense,
artillery ammunition and
armoured vehicles.
Sweden’s Defense Minister Pål
Jonsson reiterated that the
country has ruled out for now
sending any Swedish-built JAS
39 Gripen jets to Ukraine, say-
ing the focus on the Ukrainian
side is on implementing the F-
16 program. Several countries
have said they want to donate
F-16 fighter jets. On Tuesday,
Belgium pledged 30 F-16 jets to
Ukraine. Jonsson said Sweden
“is still working on possibly
being able to contribute with
the Gripen system later.”
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South Africans began voting
Wednesday at schools, com-

munity centers and in large
white tents set up in open
fields in an election seen as
their country’s most important
in 30 years. It could put the
young democracy in unknown
territory.
At stake is the three-decade
dominance of the African
National Congress (ANC)
party, which led South Africa
out of apartheid’s brutal white
minority rule in 1994. It is now
the target of a new generation
of discontent in a country of 62
million people — half of whom
are estimated to be living in
poverty. Africa’s most advanced
economy has some of the
world’s deepest socioeconom-
ic problems, including one of
the worst unemployment rates
at 32 per cent.
The lingering inequality, with
poverty and joblessness dispro-
portionately affecting the Black
majority, threatens to unseat

the party that promised to end
it by bringing down apartheid
under the slogan of a better life
for all. “I take voting as some-
thing serious because as com-
munities, it is difficult to com-
plain about services when you
have not voted,” said Samuel
Ratshalingwa, who was near
the front of the queue at a
school in the Johannesburg
township of Soweto, where
President Cyril Ramaphosa
was expected to vote.
“Our main issue here in our
community is the lack of jobs.
We have to use the vote to
make our voices heard about
this problem,” said
Ratshalingwa.
After winning six successive
national elections, several polls
have the ANC’s support at less
than 50 per cent ahead of this
one, an unprecedented drop. It
might lose its majority in
Parliament for the first time,
although it’s widely expected to
hold the most seats.
The ANC won 57.5 per cent of
the vote in the last national

election in 2019, its worst result
to date and down from a high
of nearly 70 per cent of the vote
20 years ago.
Ramaphosa, the leader of the
ANC, has promised to “do
better.” The ANC has asked for
more time and patience.
Any change in the ANC’s hold
on power could be monumen-
tal for South Africa. If it does
lose its majority, the ANC will
likely face the prospect of hav-
ing to form a coalition with
others to stay in government
and keep Ramaphosa as pres-
ident for a second term. The
ANC having to co-govern has
never happened before.
South Africans vote for parties,
not directly for their president.
The parties then get seats in
Parliament according to their
share of the vote and those law-
makers elect the president after
the election. The ANC has
always had a majority in
Parliament since 1994.
The election will be held on one
day across South Africa’s nine
provinces, with nearly 28 mil-

lion people registered to vote at
more than 23,000 polling sta-
tions. Final results are expect-
ed by Sunday.
The opposition to the ANC in
this election is fierce, but frag-
mented. The two biggest oppo-
sition parties, the Democratic
Alliance and the Economic
Freedom Fighters, are not pre-
dicted to increase their vote by
anything near enough to over-
take the ANC. The DA is part
of an agreement with other
smaller parties to combine
their vote in an effort to remove
the ANC completely, but that’s
not seen as likely.
Disgruntled South Africans
are moving to an array of
opposition parties; more than
50 will contest the national
election, many of them new.
One is led by South Africa’s for-
mer President Jacob Zuma,
who has turned against his for-
mer ANC allies. Zuma was dis-
qualified from standing as a
candidate for Parliament but
his MK Party is still contesting
and is the wild card.

The ANC says it is confident of
retaining its majority and ana-
lysts have not ruled that out,
given the party’s decades of
experience in government and
its unmatched grassroots cam-
paigning machine. It still has
wide support, especially among
older voters and those in more
rural areas.
“I woke up at 4 am this morn-
ing, took a bath and made my
way,” said 68-year-old Velaphi
Banda, adding he has voted for
the ANC since 1994 and would
do so again. “I was never unde-
cided about which party I will
vote for. I have always known.”
Ramaphosa has pointed out
how South Africa is a far bet-
ter country now than under
apartheid, when Black people
were barred from voting,
weren’t allowed to move
around freely, had to live in cer-
tain areas and were oppressed
in every way. This election is
only South Africa’s seventh
national vote in which people
of all races are allowed to take
part.
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The International Monetary
Fund has upgraded its fore-

cast for China’s economy, while
warning that consumer-friendly
reforms are needed to sustain
strong, high-quality growth. 
The IMF’s report, issued late
Tuesday, said the world’s second-
largest economy will likely
expand at a 5% annual rate this
year, based on its growth in the
first quarter and recent moves to
support the property sector. 
But it warned that attaining sus-
tained growth requires building
stronger social safety nets and
increasing workers’ incomes to
enable Chinese consumers to
spend more. 
The IMF also said Beijing should
scale back subsidies and other
“distortive” policies that support
manufacturing at the expense of
other industries such as ser-
vices. 

The ruling Communist Party has
set its annual growth target at
“around 5%,” and the economy
grew at a faster-than-expected
5.3% in the first quarter of the
year, boosting the global econo-
my.  The IMF said its upgraded
forecast also reflects recent moves
to boost growth, including fresh
help for the property industry
such as lower interest rates and
smaller down-payment require-
ments on home loans.
But it said risks remained, with
growth in 2025 forecast to be
4.5%. 
The IMF praised the Chinese
government’s focus on what it
calls “high quality” growth,
including increased investment in
clean energy and advanced tech-
nology and improved regulation
of financial industries.
But it added that “a more com-
prehensive and balanced policy
approach would help China nav-
igate the headwinds facing the

economy.” Job losses, especially
during the pandemic, and falling
housing prices have hit the
finances of many Chinese. 
The report echoes opinions of
many economists who say more
must be done to provide a social
safety net and increase incomes
for workers so that Chinese fam-
ilies can afford to save less and
spend more. 
The IMF report’s longer-term
assessment was less optimistic. It
said it expected China’s annual
economic growth to fall to 3.3%
by 2029 due to the rapid aging of
its population and slower growth
in productivity as well as the pro-
tracted difficulties in the housing
sector. Use of industrial policies
to support various industries
such as automaking and comput-
er chip development may waste
resources and affect China’s trad-
ing partners, it said, alluding to
a key point of contention between
Washington and Beijing.
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The Georgian parliament on
Tuesday overrode a presi-

dential veto of the “foreign
agents” bill that has prompted
weeks of massive protests by
critics who say it will restrict
media freedom and obstruct
Georgia’s chances of joining the
European Union.
The legislature, controlled by
the ruling Georgian Dream
party, dismissed the veto of
President Salome
Zourabichvili, an independent.
The president now has five days
to endorse the bill. If she does-
n’t do so, the parliament speak-
er will sign it into law.
The bill that was approved by
the parliament earlier this
month requires media, non-
governmental organizations
and other nonprofit groups to
register as “pursuing the inter-
ests of a foreign power” if they
receive more than 20 per cent
of their funding from abroad.
Zourabichvili, who is increas-
ingly at odds with the govern-
ing party, vetoed the bill on
May 18. She has accused the

governing party of jeopardizing
the country’s future and “hin-
dering the path toward becom-
ing a full member of the free
and democratic world.”
The veto was rejected by an 84-
4 vote in a contentious parlia-
ment session, during which a
Georgian Dream deputy
doused the leader of an oppo-
sition party with water while he
spoke from the rostrum.

Opponents of the
bill thronged outside the par-
liament building and some
shouted “Slaves!” as the vote
was announced. The crowd
swelled in the evening and a
lengthy procession of protest-
ers marched past Georgian
Dream headquarters.
“We have realized that our
government is ready to throw
this country off a cliff. The feel-
ing, when I talk to my friends
and people here, is that in the
21st century, our country is
once again going under Soviet
occupation,” said demonstrator
Giorgi Natroshvili
The government says the bill is
needed to stem what it deems
to be harmful foreign actors

trying to destabilize the South
Caucasus nation of 3.7 million,
but many Georgian journalists
and activists argue that the bill’s
true goal is to stigmatize them
and restrict debate ahead of
parliamentary elections sched-
uled for October.
Opponents denounce the leg-
islation as “the Russian law”
because it resembles measures
pushed through by the Kremlin
to crack down on independent
news media, nonprofits and
activists. Critics say the mea-
sure may have been driven by
Moscow to thwart Georgia’s
chances of further integrating
with the West.
Prime Minister Irakli
Kobakhidze, however, con-
tended the law will aid that
integration. “The law on trans-
parency will create better
grounds for ensuring the mem-
bership of Georgia in the EU,”
he told a news conference after
the vote, adding that the law

would strengthen Georgia’s
sovereignty.
But opposition parliament
member Khatia Dekanoidze
said: “Now we have an
absolutely new reality ...
Probably, the window for inte-
gration into European Union
will be closed.”
The bill is nearly identical to
one that the ruling party was
pressured to withdraw last year
after massive street protests.
Renewed demonstrations again
gripped Georgia as the bill
made its way through parlia-
ment. Demonstrators scuffled
with police, who used tear gas
and water cannons to disperse
them. The European Union’s
foreign policy arm has said that
adoption of the law “negative-
ly impacts Georgia’s progress
on the EU path.”
Last week, US Secretary of
State Antony Blinken
announced that travel sanc-
tions would be imposed on

Georgian officials “who are
responsible for or complicit in
undermining democracy in
Georgia.” He noted that “it
remains our hope that Georgia’s
leaders will reconsider the draft
law and take steps to move for-
ward with their nation’s demo-
cratic and Euro-Atlantic aspi-
rations.”
The EU offered Georgia candi-
date status last December, while
making it clear that Tbilisi
needs to implement key poli-
cy recommendations for its
membership bid to progress.
The opposition United
National Movement has
described the bill as part of
efforts by Georgian Dream to
drag the country into Russia’s
sphere of influence — claims it
vehemently denies. Georgian
Dream was founded by Bidzina
Ivanishvili, a former prime
minister and billionaire who
made his fortune in Russia.
Zuka Elbakidze, a student who
was among protesters rallying
in Tbilisi ahead of Tuesday’s
vote, said “this day will deter-
mine the fate of our country,”
adding that “we are making a

choice between Europe and
Russia, and all the people gath-
ered here, except the police-
men, want Europe and the
West.” “We are physically wit-
nessing, literally witnessing,
how Georgian citizens, how
members of the Georgian
Parliament are selling out our
country,” said another protest-
er, Mariam Geguchadze.
Russia-Georgia relations have
often been rocky since Georgia
became independent after the
1991 collapse of the Soviet
Union. In 2008, Russia fought
a brief war with Georgia, which
had made a botched attempt to
regain control over the break-
away province of South Ossetia.
Moscow then recognized South
Ossetia and another separatist
province, Abkhazia, as inde-
pendent states and strength-
ened its military presence there.
Most of the world considers
both regions to be parts of
Georgia. Tbilisi cut diplomat-
ic ties with Moscow, and the
regions’ status remains a key
irritant even as Russia-Georgia
relations have improved in
recent years. 
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Thai prosecutors said
Wednesday former Prime

Minister Thaksin Shinawatra
will be indicted for defaming
the monarchy, three months
after he was freed on parole on
other charges.
Thaksin will not yet be indict-
ed because he had filed a
request to postpone his origi-
nal appointment on
Wednesday with proof that he
has COVID-19, Prayuth
Bejraguna, a spokesperson for
the Office of the Attorney
General, said at a news confer-
ence.
The attorney general’s office
scheduled a new appointment
for Thaksin’s indictment on
June 18, Prayuth said, adding
that Thaksin will also be indict-
ed for violating the Computer
Crime Act.
The law on defaming the
monarchy, an offense known as
lese majeste, is punishable by
three to 15 years in prison. It is
controversial not only because
critics consider it harsh, but
also because they charge it is
used for political purposes to
punish government critics.

Thaksin was ousted by a mili-
tary coup in 2006. His oppo-
nents then had accused him of
disrespecting King Bhumibol
Adulyadej, who died in 2016.
Thaksin’s ouster set off years of
struggle between his support-
ers and his opponents, who
were generally staunch royal-
ists. The political polarization
led to unprecedented public
debate about the monarchy’s
role, which sharpened when
student-led protests for greater
democracy took the the streets
in 2020.
Thaksin had been in self-
imposed exile since 2008, but
returned to Thailand in August
last year to begin serving an
eight-year sentence on charges
related to corruption and abuse
of power. He was released on
parole in February from the
hospital in Bangkok where he
spent six months serving time
for corruption-related offenses.
On his return, he was moved
almost immediately from
prison to the hospital on
grounds of ill health, and about
a week after that King Maha
Vajiralongkorn reduced his
sentence to a single year.
Thaksin was granted parole

because of his age - he is 74 -
and ill health, leaving him free
for the remainder of his one-
year sentence.
Thaksin’s return was interpret-
ed as part of a political bargain
between the Pheu Thai Party,
the latest in a string of parties
that he has supported, and
their longstanding rivals in the
conservative establishment to
stop the progressive Move
Forward Party from forming a
government after its victory in
last year’s general election.
But shortly after his return, the
attorney general’s office said it
had revived an investigation
into whether Thaksin almost
nine years ago violated the
law against defaming the
monarch.
Thaksin was originally charged
in 2016 with violating the law
for remarks he made to jour-
nalists when he was in Seoul,
South Korea, a year before
that, but the investigation could
proceed only after he was pre-
sented with the charge in per-
son in the hospital in January,
officials said. Thaksin had
denied the charges and submit-
ted a statement defending him-
self.
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Disruptive digital attacks,
many of which have been

traced to Russia-backed groups,
have doubled in the European
Union in recent months and
are also targeting election-
related services, according to
the EU’s top cybersecurity offi-
cial. 
Juhan Lepassaar, head of the
European Union Agency for
Cybersecurity, or ENISA, told
The Associated Press in an
interview that attacks with
geopolitical motives have
steadily risen since Russia’s
full-scale invasion of Ukraine
on Feb. 24, 2022.
“The number of hacktivist
attacks (against) European
infrastructure — threat actors
whose main aim is to cause dis-
ruption — has doubled from
the fourth quarter of 2023 to
the first quarter of 2024,”
Lepassaar said late Tuesday at
the agency’s headquarters in
Athens.
“It’s quite a significant increase,”
he said.
Citizens from the EU’s 27
member states will vote June 6-
9 for lawmakers in the

European Parliament in an
election that will also shape the
EU’s executive branch, the
European Commission.
Elections, also due in the
United States, Britain and mul-
tiple other countries, have alert-
ed security agencies to the
threat of disruption campaigns
funded by adversaries.
ENISA has led exercises and
intense consultations to hard-
en the resilience of election-
related agencies in the EU for
the past seven months. In an
annual report for 2023, the
agency noted a surge in ran-
somware attacks and incidents
targeting public institutions. 
Lepassaar said that attack
methods — while mostly
unsuccessful — were often
tried out in Ukraine before
being expanded to EU coun-
tries. “This is part of the
Russian war of aggression,
which they fight physically in
Ukraine, but digitally also
across Europe,” he said.
Experts warn that artificial
intelligence tools are also being
used to target Western voters at
accelerating speed and scale
with misleading or false infor-
mation, including hyperrealis-

tic video and audio clips known
as deepfakes.
“It’s been emphasized, also by
member states’ cybersecurity
agencies, that AI-enabled dis-
information and information
manipulation is a big threat,”
Lepassaar said.
His comments echo a warning
made this month by US
Director of National
Intelligence Avril Haines that
technological progress will
make more nations and groups
able to launch effective disin-
formation campaigns.
US and European experts are
helping security agencies to try
and anticipate emerging digi-
tal threats and vulnerabilities
over this decade, with ENISA
identifying food production,
satellite management and self-
driving vehicles as areas requir-
ing attention.
Cybersecurity, Lepassaar
argues, will inevitably need to
become second nature to
designers and consumers.
“I do believe that we have a
societal challenge ahead of us
to understand digital security
in the same way that we under-
stand, security in the everyday
traffic environment,” he said.
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The ex-husband of Imran
Khan’s third wife Bushra

Bibi was attacked by one of the
lawyers of the former Pakistan
prime minister outside a court
here as he appeared for a hear-
ing on appeals against the cou-
ple’s conviction in the un-
Islamic marriage case.
Khan, 71, and Bibi, 49, were
sentenced to seven years in
prison each on February 3 by
a trial court for contracting the
marriage during iddat, a
mandatory period for a woman
in Islam to wait before a second
marriage after the death of her
husband or divorce.
The case was filed by Bushra’s
ex-husband Khawar Maneka
against the couple in November

2023, alleging that they married
without Bushra observing the
mandatory waiting period of
iddat. He asked the court to
declare the marriage null and
void.
The court, on May 23, reserved
the verdict on the appeals
which was to be announced on
Wednesday.
During the hearing of appeals
filed by Bushra and her hus-
band and Pakistan Tehreek-
e-Insaf (PTI) founder Khan
against conviction in the case,
Is lamabad Distr ic t  and
Sessions Judge Shahrukh
Arjumand went into his
chamber without announcing
the verdict.
Following the development,
PTI lawyers hurled bottles in
the courtroom which prompt-

ed Maneka’s lawyers to escort
him out.
However, while being escorted
out, a PTI lawyer attacked
Maneka within the court
premises after which he fell to
the ground.  
The couple had married in
2018, the year Khan went on to
win elections and become
prime minister. Bushra was
ostensibly his spiritual guide
but the two developed affection
for each other during their
meetings. She got a divorce
from her husband of 28 years
with whom she had five chil-
dren.
She is the third wife of Khan,
a former cricketing hero, who
during his heydays of sporting
career had a playboy reputa-
tion. 
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At least 28 people, including
women and children, were

killed on Wednesday in
Pakistan after a speeding pas-
senger bus veered off the road
and fell into a ravine in the
remote Balochistan province,
according to media reports.
The bus, heading from Turbat
to Quetta, fell into the ravine
near Washuk town, around
700 kilometres from Quetta,
the capital of Balochistan
province. The accident was a
result of overspeeding, accord-
ing to the report, which said
that women and children were
among the deceased.  
The accident took place after
the tyre of the passenger bus
burst, Geo News reported
quoting rescue officials. 
About 22 people sustained
injuries in the accident.
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Amissing Kashmiri poet has
been traced to be in the

custody of police in the
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir
(PoK), the Islamabad High
Court was informed on
Wednesday, two weeks after he
disappeared from Rawalpindi.
Ahmad Farhad’s wife had filed
a petition in the Islamabad
High Court (IHC) claiming
that he had been abducted
from his home.
When neither police nor any
intelligence agency claimed
responsibility for his custody,
Justice Mohsin Akhtar Kayani,
who was hearing the case, on
May 24 issued an eight-page
written order, summoning Law
Minister Azam Tarar along
with the sector commanders of
the Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI), Military Intelligence (MI)
and director of Intelligence
Bureau (IB) as well as the
defence and interior secre-
taries in person before the
court on May 29.
On Wednesday, the officials of
intelligence agencies did not
appear but Attorney General
Mansoor Usman Awan told the
court that Farhad was current-
ly in the custody of Kashmir
police.
Awan also presented a police
report from Dhirkot police
station in PoK, which had reg-

istered a case against him.
The Islamabad police chief
told the court that since the
poet was in the custody of
Kashmir police, the area was
out of the jurisdiction of the
Islamabad police.
During the hearing, Justice
Kayani ordered the Attorney
General to ensure that “no
one gets picked up from
Islamabad.”
“If a person is not recovered, it
will be a failure of the state,” the
judge said.
The judge also observed that he
would dispose of the case if
Farhad’s family was satisfied
but the case about the missing
persons would continue. “I
will send the file for the forma-
tion of a larger bench on the
missing person’s issue,” Justice
Kayani remarked before
adjourning the hearing.
In conversation with journalists
outside the IHC, Law Minister
Tarar said the police are inves-
tigating the Kashmiri poet’s
case. “Ahmad Farhad is in
PoK, I assisted on constitution-
al matters as a judicial assis-
tant,” he said, explaining his
presence at the court.
Farhad, known for his defiant
poetry, was allegedly abduct-
ed and his location was not
shared with the court until the
judge showed his mettle to
summon the powerful intelli-
gence agencies.
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Power Mech Projects on
Wednesday said it has

bagged an order worth Rs 563
crore from state-owned BHEL
to construct a nuclear power
plant.
The Power Mech Projects Ltd
(PMPL) has secured its first
construction project in the
critical nuclear power sector,
the company said in a
regulatory filing.
According to the filing, the
company has been awarded a
significant order valued at Rs
563.23 crore from BHEL-
Power Sector Southern
Region for Civil, Structural,
and Architectural works of
turbine island package of
2x700 MWe, PHWR
(pressurized heavy-water
reactor), Kaiga Atomic Power
Project (units 5 and 6) in Uttar
Kannada district, Karnataka.
The scope of work includes a
number of segments covering
civil, electrical, and structural
works, including TG (turbine
generator) building,
foundation for all equipment,

chemical lab, storage tanks,
peripheral drains, and sewage
network.
The duration of the contract is
32 months, plus 12 months of
guarantee period.
This order represents Power
Mech’s expansion of its
existing industrial civil works
capability into the nuclear
power projects sector.
“In securing this project,
another door opens for PMPL
to further its establishment in
the nuclear power sector and
contribute to the nation’s
growing sustainable energy
needs,” Sajja Kishore Babu,
PMPL Chairman and

Managing Director, said in a
statement.
While nuclear power
currently contributes a
modest 3 per cent to the
national grid, the
government’s bold vision is to
triple the capacity to 22,480
MW by 2031, making it nearly
9 per cent of electricity
generation by 2047, Babu
noted. It would translate into a
10-fold increase in nuclear
power’s contribution, he
added.
Power Mech Projects Ltd
(PMPL) is among the leading
companies in project &
infrastructure-construction. 
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S&P Global Ratings on
Wednesday upgraded

India’s sovereign rating
outlook to positive from
stable while retaining the
rating at ‘BBB-’ on robust
growth and improved quality
of government expenditure.
S&P said it could upgrade
India’s sovereign rating in the
next 2 years if the country
adopts a cautious fiscal and
monetary policy that
diminishes the government’s
elevated debt and interest

burden while bolstering
economic resilience. 
“The positive outlook reflects
our view that continued
policy stability, deepening
economic reforms, and high
infrastructure investment will
sustain long-term growth
prospects,” S&P said.
S&P revised outlook on India
to positive from stable. At the
same time, it affirmed BBB-
long-term and ‘A-3’ short-
term unsolicited foreign and
local currency sovereign
credit ratings, it said.
BBB is the lowest investment

grade rating. The agency had
last upgraded the rating

outlook to stable from
negative in 2010. The US-

based agency said it may raise
the ratings if India’s fiscal
deficit narrows meaningfully
such that the general
government debt falls below 7
per cent of GDP on a
structural basis.
“The protracted rise in public
investment in infrastructure
will lift economic growth
dynamism that, combined
with fiscal adjustments, could
alleviate India’s weak public
finances. 
We may also raise the ratings
if we observe a sustained and
substantial improvement in

the central bank’s monetary
policy effectiveness and
credibility, such that inflation
is managed at a durably lower
rate over time,” S&P said.
All three major global rating
agencies — S&P, Fitch and
Moody’s — have accorded the
lowest investment grade
rating to India. However,
Fitch and Moody’s still have
stable outlook on their
ratings. The ratings are
looked at by investors as a
barometer of the country’s
creditworthiness and has
impact on borrowing costs. 
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Reserve Bank Deputy
Governor Swaminathan J

has expressed concern over
the increasing regulatory
violations and warned Asset
Reconstruction Companies
(ARCs) to ensure compliance
without needing the regulator
to point out the issues to them.
Addressing a conference
attended by top management
of ARCs in the country on
May 17, he said, “I would urge
you all to adopt a regulation
plus approach where you not
only comply with the letter of
the regulation but also its
spirit.”
Very often, he said, “We get
representations to our
observations stating this is
industry practice or
clarifications are pending
from the RBI. Sometimes
there are incorrect or
intelligent interpretations of
the circulars.”
These are not acceptable
excuses for failing to do the
right thing, he said, adding
that the boards of ARCs
should ensure that they do the
right thing without needing
the regulator to point it out to
them.
He emphasised that ARCs’

potential for resolving stressed
assets within the system can
only be realised with sound
governance and adherence to
ethical practices by
responsible ownership and
professional management.
Some ARCs, while enjoying
the full benefits of the special
position granted to them
under the law and the
regulations, have been found
to be using innovative ways to
structure transactions in a
manner to circumvent

regulations, he said.
During the course of onsite
examinations, he said, “We
have come across instances
where ARCs have been used
or allowed themselves to be
used, if I may say so, as a
conduit to evergreen
distressed assets.”
In many cases, there is a lack
of transparency and
consistency in the issuance
and periodical valuation of
Security Receipts (SRs), he
said.

It is also observed that a few
entities find new ways of
achieving their designs once a
particular practice has been
called out as a violation or
deviation, he said.
Swaminathan emphasised that
setting the right tone from the
top is crucial in fostering a
culture of integrity and ethical
conduct.
Deputy Governor also said
boards should accord due
importance to assurance
functions, namely, risk

management, compliance and
internal audit. These functions
play a critical role in
identifying and mitigating
risks, ensuring compliance
with laws and regulations as
well as safeguarding the
organisation’s reputation.
Another area that is receiving
closer scrutiny and attention
of supervisors is the process
followed for the disposal of
assets. At times, the proposals
are not even placed before the
independent advisory
committee, contrary to
regulatory instructions, he
said.
Assets are sold to group
entities without following the
arms-length principle and
without subjecting them to
scrutiny under related party
transactions, he said.
Another surprising behaviour
is the ‘Swiss challenge’, which
often goes unchallenged! This
has become a routine affair
giving rise to a suspicion that
there may be some implicit
understanding among the
various participants, he said.
It will not be out of place to
mention that such happenings
are necessitating the
supervisors to lift the veil and
examine the transactions
more closely, he added. 
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Inox Wind Energy has raised
Rs 900 crore through equity

share sale of Inox Wind Ltd, a
subsidiary of the INOXGFL
Group.
It is a significant step towards
completely deleveraging
external debt in Inox Wind
Ltd, according to a regulatory
filing.
Inox Wind is India’s leading
wind energy solutions
provider, while Inox Wind
Energy Ltd (IWEL) is one of
the promoters of Inox Wind
Ltd.
The funds raised will be used
to pare down debt of Inox
Wind and augment the
working capital needs of the
company thereby,
strengthening its balance
sheet further.
“The transaction was
executed via block deals on
the stock exchanges and
witnessed participation by
several marquee institutional
investors,” IWEL said in the
filing on Tuesday evening.

As of March 31, 2024, Inox
Wind’s net external interest
debt stood at Rs 655 crore.
On Tuesday, Inox Wind
Energy divested a 4.6 per cent
stake in its subsidiary
company Inox Wind Ltd for
Rs 904 crore through open
market transactions.
INOXGFL Group is operating
across two key verticals --
chemicals and renewable
energy. It has four listed
entities namely Gujarat
Flourochemicals Ltd, Inox
Wind Ltd, Inox Green Energy
Services and Inox Wind
Energy Ltd.
Earlier in May, Inox Wind Ltd
reported a consolidated profit
of Rs 36.72 crore for the
March quarter, mainly due to
increased income.
It had posted a net loss of Rs
119.04 crore in the January-
March period of the
preceding fiscal.
During the fourth quarter of
FY24, the company’s total
income surged to Rs 563.07
crore from Rs 193.83 crore a
year ago. 
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For fresh graduates looking to enter the job
market, skills like design, analytics and

programming can open up a wealth of career
opportunities, according to the leading
professional network LinkedIn.
Software Engineer, System Engineer and
Programming Analyst are the top jobs for
bachelor’s degree holders, as per LinkedIn data.
Utilities is the fastest-growing industry for
young professionals with a bachelor’s degree, as
per LinkedIn’s Career Starter 2024 report.
Other top industries hiring fresh graduates
include Oil, Gas and Mining, Real Estate,
Equipment Rental Services, and Consumer
Services.
Regardless of educational background, various
job functions are experiencing rapid growth.
Ample opportunities are available for
bachelor’s degree holders in fields like
Community and Social Services, Legal,
Marketing and Media and Communication, it
said.
“Entering a tight job market can be tough,
especially at the start of a career journey.
Staying updated on industry trends and in-
demand jobs, and exploring roles that might
not seem obvious at first, can widen options,”
says Nirajita Banerjee, LinkedIn Career Expert

& India Senior Managing Editor.
Moreover, many skills are transferable across
industries, and the rise of AI is creating more
tech-related roles across various fields, leading
companies to seek professionals with diverse
educational backgrounds, Banerjee added.
“To expand their horizons, job seekers must
keep strengthening their skills and networking
with professionals,” Banerjee noted.
According to LinkedIn, the trend towards
more flexible working arrangements is growing
significantly. Solely on-site roles are declining
by 15 per cent and hybrid positions are surging
by 52 per cent for entry-level roles year-over-
year.
To compile this report, data scientists on
LinkedIn’s Economic Graph team analysed
millions of member profiles and job postings. 
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S&P upgrades India’s rating outlook to positive on growth, improved Government spending
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Benchmark equity indices Sensex and Nifty
declined nearly 1 per cent on Wednesday,

falling for the fourth day running amid profit-
taking by cautious investors ahead of the
results of the Lok Sabha polls.
The 30-share BSE Sensex declined 667.55
points or 0.89 per cent to settle at 74,502.90. It
went below the 75,000 mark to hit the day’s low
of 74,454.55, plunging 715.9 points or 0.95 per
cent. The BSE benchmark hit its all-time peak
of 76,009.68 on May 27.
The NSE Nifty dropped 183.45 points or 0.80
per cent to 22,704.70. The 50-share barometer
hit its lifetime high of 23,110.80 on Monday.
From the Sensex pack, Tech Mahindra, ICICI
Bank, Bajaj Finserv, HDFC Bank, UltraTech
Cement, Axis Bank, Reliance Industries and
Infosys were the biggest laggards.
Power Grid, Sun Pharma, Nestle, ITC and
Bharti Airtel were the gainers.
“Weak global cues prompted investors to take
profits ahead of the US core PCE data, a key
gauge of inflation that is anticipated to rise,”
Vinod Nair, Head of Research, Geojit Financial
Services said.
In Asian markets, Seoul, Tokyo and Hong
Kong settled lower while Shanghai ended with
gains. European markets were trading lower.
US markets ended on a mixed note on Tuesday.
The last phase of polling is scheduled for June
1. The results of the ongoing general elections
will be declared on June 4.

Global oil benchmark Brent crude climbed
0.88 per cent to USD 84.94 a barrel.
Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) bought
equities worth Rs 65.57 crore on Tuesday,
according to exchange data.
After gyrating between gains and losses during
the day on Tuesday, the BSE benchmark finally
ended 220.05 points or 0.29 per cent lower at
75,170.45. The NSE Nifty dropped 44.30 points
or 0.19 per cent to settle at 22,888.15..
Giving thumbs up to the economic
management of the Modi government, S&P
Global Ratings after a gap of 14 years upgraded
India’s sovereign rating outlook to positive
from stable on robust growth, improved
quality of public spending in last 5 years and
expectation of broad continuity in reforms and
fiscal policies.
S&P, however, retained India’s sovereign rating
at the lowest investment grade of ‘BBB-’. 

Stock markets fall for
fourth day on profit taking 
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India’s largest beer-makers,
United Breweries (a

Heineken company), AB-
InBev, and Carlsbergtoday
jointly announced the launch
of Brewers Association of
India (“BAI”), a new industry
body focused on growing the
beer category in India, and
drive innovation, moderation,
and sustainability in the
Indian beer market. 
BAI is being established in
partnership with the World
Brewing Alliance (WBA), the
global industry body
consistingof brewers and
brewing trade associations
from Australia, Canada, the
UK, the USA, Europe, Japan,
Korea, Latin America, Brazil,
New Zealand, Nigeria and
now India. The goal of WBA
is to exchange knowledge and
best practices among brewers
and other stakeholders. It is
the global, unified voice of the
industry to various audiences
and stakeholders.
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Cost of living in a
particular city does not

influence the compensation
packages for talent, a survey
of recruitment leaders
undertaken by a consultancy
firm revealed.
Around 95 per cent of human
resources leaders and talent
acquisition heads from 40
companies across 10 sectors
said “cost-of-living
differences across Indian
cities do not affect
compensation decisions”, as
per the survey by KPMG in
February and March.
Earlier, there used to be a city
compensatory allowance to
compensate for a higher cost
of living in metros or tier-I
cities, but HR heads say very
few employers are offering it
now, it said, adding the
compensation range is more
or less the same for the same
roles across the country.
Employees consider
residential rent, property
indices, local purchasing

power, and overall cost of
essentials like goods, utilities,
and transportation when
evaluating the cost of living, it
said.
The survey found Pune
among the cities to be
excelling on the safety aspect.
“Chennai, Navi Mumbai and
Pune excel in safety, attracting
those seeking secure
environments,” the survey
said.
Apart from safety, key factors
which influence the quality of
living include connectivity,
commute time, healthcare,
and air quality, the survey

said.
Navi Mumbai, Hyderabad,
and Chennai lead the cities
with competitive commercial
leasing prices, it said. The
survey report also said that
companies tapping into talent
pool in satellite cities like
Gurugram, Navi Mumbai and
Noida are highly satisfied, and
added that the attrition rates
are low in such cities.
It said tactical and
transformational work takes
place in tier-I and satellite
cities, while the tier-II cities
have to contend with
transactional roles. 
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The rupee settled 21 paise
lower at 83.39 (provisional)

against the US dollar on
Wednesday, tracking a
negative trend in domestic
equities and elevated crude oil
prices.
Forex traders said dollar
demand from importers and
oil marketing companies
(OMCs) also weighed on the
rupee.
However, foreign inflows in
the bond markets ahead of
inclusion on India’s
government bonds in global
bond index cushioned the
downside. At the interbank
foreign exchange market, the
local unit opened at 83.22 and
finally settled for the day at
83.39 (provisional), down 21
paise from its previous close.
On Tuesday, the rupee pared
initial gains to settle 5 paise
lower at 83.18 against the US
dollar.
“We expect the rupee to trade
with a slight negative bias on
month-end dollar demand
from OMCs and importers to

meet their obligations. Risk
aversion in global markets and
a strong US dollar may further
pressurize the rupee,” said
Anuj Choudhary, Research
Analyst at Sharekhan by BNP
Paribas. However, fresh foreign
inflows in FPIs and bond
markets may support the rupee
at lower levels. 
Traders may take cues from
Richmond manufacturing
index and speeches from US
Fed officials. Investors may
remain cautious ahead of core
PCE price index data later this
week, Choudhary added.
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Ignore the straight-set score:
Novak Djokovic was not

quite at his impervious best in
the first round of the French
Open, and his 6-4, 7-6 (3), 6-
4 win over Pierre-Hugues
Herbert was not enough to
alter the defending
champion’s “low
expectations” at this
tournament.
“I don’t want to get too
excited,” Djokovic said. “I
thought it was a good
performance for me. Solid. Of
course, I could have done
better, I think, on return
games, but also credit to him
for serving very well, for
changing things up.”
It’s been a rougher-than-usual
season so far for Djokovic,
and while there were some
signs of breaking out of his
2024 funk during the course
of the contest at Court
Philippe Chatrier, he still has
room for improvement as he
attempts to become the first
player in tennis history to
claim 25 Grand Slam singles
trophies. There’s no doubt he
cares about such things.
“Grand Slams are the ones
that are basically getting me
up from the bed every day.
Knowing that I have to hit the
practice courts, I always think
about what I can do in Grand
Slams,” he said. “So here I am.
Hopefully I can have another
deep run.”
That’s what Herbert expected
to see.
“I knew, from the beginning,”
Herbert said, “that I’m going
to have in front of me the
Novak of the Grand Slams.’ ...
It’s just the intensity of
concentration.”
Djokovic is a three-time title
winner at Roland Garros who
needs to return to the final to
retain his No. 1 ranking. But
he arrived in Paris without
having done that at any
tournament this year. He is 0-
3 in semifinals - including a
loss last week at the lower-tier
Geneva Open on red clay -

and this victory across 2 1/2
hours only served to make his
overall record 15-6.
So when he spoke at a news
conference on Sunday,
Djokovic described his
mindset heading into the
French Open this way: “Low
expectations and high hopes.”
Then he pointed out,
“Anything but a title, for me,
is not satisfactory,” which is
understandable given his
remarkable resume.
“In the moments when it
mattered, I think I delivered.
Played a great tiebreak. Stayed
focused,” Djokovic said about
Tuesday’s performance. “I’m
glad that I started the way I
started, the way I felt on the
court. Comparing to the
previous weeks of
tournaments I played, I felt
good. Better. So I’m moving
in a positive direction. Yeah,
it’s just the beginning.”
He seemed a bit edgy at
moments against Herbert, a
33-year-old Frenchman who
owns a career Grand Slam in
doubles but never has been
past the third round at any

major in singles and is
currently ranked 142nd.
The home crowd tried to
push Herbert, repeatedly
calling out his name, even
imploring him in English at
one point by chanting, “Let’s
go, Pierre-Hugues! Let’s go!”
They jeered Djokovic late in
the third set when he went to
the sideline to towel off after
he slipped, stumbled and
tumbled onto the clay chasing
a ball. 
A day after sitting in the
Chatrier stands to watch rival
Rafael Nadal’s first-round loss
against Alexander Zverev,
Djokovic was competing in
the chill of a 60-degree
evening (15 Celsius), and he
did not always look happy. He
rolled his head back after one
miss while making four
groundstroke mistakes to get
broken early in the second
set. He repeatedly gestured to
ballkids to give him tennis
balls so he could prepare to
serve.
Although Herbert’s game did
not demand a maximum
expenditure of energy from

Djokovic, there certainly was
enough to keep things
interesting. And by the end,
the winner totals were 37 for
Herbert, 29 for Djokovic.
There were some strokes of
brilliance from Djokovic, to
be sure, and he covered the
court well when sprinting
after the drop shots Herbert
kept trying. The highlight for
Djokovic was probably the
closed-stance sliding
backhand winner that earned
him a match point - which
was converted when Herbert
double-faulted to end it. 
Still, the statistic that truly
mattered was the one that
shows Djokovic is now 69-0
in opening matches at Slam
events since starting his
career with a 3-2 mark in
first-rounders.
Djokovic’s second-round
opponent will be 63rd-ranked
Roberto Carballés Baena of
Spain.
The first round closed on a
day during which rain
delayed play for several hours
early in the day on all but the
two principal courts, which
are outfitted with retractable
roofs.
Other winners Tuesday
included the man Djokovic
beat in last year’s French
Open final, Casper Ruud, and
past major champions Aryna
Sabalenka and Elena
Rybakina.
Ruud, who also was the
runner-up to Nadal in Paris
in 2022 and leads the ATP
with 36 wins in 2024, beat
Felipe Meligeni Alves 6-3, 6-
4, 6-3. 
Two-time Australian Open
champion Aryna Sabalenka
overpowered Erika Andreeva
6-1, 6-2, and 2022
Wimbledon winner Elena
Rybakina beat Greet Minnen
6-2, 6-3. 
Sabalenka is trying to become
the first woman since Serena
Williams in 2015 to win the
Australian Open and Roland
Garros in the same season
and get halfway to a calendar-
year Grand Slam.
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Indian Grandmaster R
Praggnanandhaa lost to World
Champion Ding Liren in the

Armageddon tie-breaker after the
two played out a draw under normal
time control in the second round of
the Norway Chess tournament here.
The second round of the prestigious
event saw all three classical games
ending up in a draw once again.
Magnus Carlsen, Alireza Firouzja
and Liren won with white in the
subsequent Armageddon games to
grab 1.5 points each.
India’s prodigy Praggnanandhaa,
who went with a 2-0 head-to-head
lead against Liren, played out his
first classical draw in the main event.
But the Chinese GM then emerged
victorious in the Armageddon tie-
breaker
In the highly anticipated pairing of
the day, Carlsen and Hikaru
Nakamura played out a closely
contested classical game that ended
in a draw.
Carlsen, demonstrating his
exceptional skill under pressure,
managed to secure a crucial victory,
adding to his impressive
Armageddon record and taking the
lead of 3 points in tournament
standings.
Meanwhile, Firouzja and Fabiano
Caruana also drew their classical

game after a complex struggle.
Firouzja’s abilities in speed chess
shone through in the Armageddon
game as he bagged crucial 1.5 points.
In the women’s section R Vaishali
defeated fellow Indian Koneru
Humpy to register her first classical
win in the tournament.

Despite Humpy’s slight advantage in
the opening, a critical blunder under
time pressure allowed Vaishali to
claim victory, and claimed her first
ever win against India’s number one
female player.
With the win, Vaishali became India’s
number two female player on the live

rating list. The other two classical
matches between Lei Tingjie and Pia
Cramling along with Ju Wenjun and
Anna Muzychuk ended up in hard-
fought draws.
The Chinese duo of Wenjun and
Tingjie emerged victorious in their
respective Armageddon games.
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India’s R Vaishali came up
with a stupendous effort to

beat compatriot Koneru
Humpy and jump into sole
lead in the women’s section of
the Norway chess tournament
here.
With each victory under
classical time control worth
three points, Vaishali got an
early advantage moving to four
points after the second round
and her first-round loss against
Wenjun Ju of China under
faster time control does not
matter so much right now.
India’s third and latest
Grandmaster among women,
Vaishali with four points is at
the helm followed by the
Chinese duo of Tingjie Lei and
Ju, Anna Muzychuk of
Ukraine and Pia Cramling of
Sweden share the fourth spot
in the six-players double round
robin event, while Humpy
currently is languishing at the
bottom on 1.5 points.
In the men’s section, World
number one Magnus Carlsen
emerged as the sole leader on
another day that had only
Armageddon to decide the
winners. The Norway Chess
features a distinctive format
where drawn classical games
lead to Armageddon
tiebreakers to ensure a winner
after every round. While 10
minutes are provided to white,
black gets 7 minutes to
determine the winner of the
contest. Black pieces win if the
game ends in a draw.
Carlsen proved superior than
Hikaru Nakamura of United
States in the Armageddon. It is
no secret anymore that the
world’s best player and five
times world champion does
not enjoy Classical chess as
much as before.
Carlsen drew in the Classical
for the second day in the
running and then romped
home in the faster time control
over Nakamura.
The lone Indian aspirant
Praggnanandhaa had a tough
day in office as he lost to
reigning World champion
Ding Liren of China in the
tiebreaker. After drawing the
first game confidently, Pragg
somehow could not resist
the perseverance of Liren
who was like a man on a
mission.

Later this year, Ding Liren is
set to play a match against D
Gukesh of India for the world
championship crown.
Carlsen took his tally to three
points in all and came across as
the sole leader after the second
round thanks to all results
going his way. India’s
Praggnanandhaa lost to Liren
in the faster game, which left
him with 2.5 points out of the
opening round.
Having Carlsen in front on
three points, Praggnanandhaa
is close behind on 2.5 along
side Firouzja Alireza of France,
Nakamura, and Liren. Fabiano
Caruana is currently at the
bottom on two points.
Firouzja and Caruana also
drew their classical game after
a complex struggle but the
former’s abilities in speed chess
shone through in the
Armageddon game as he
bagged crucial 1.5 points.
The highlight of the day was
Vaishali’s fine victory over
Humpy in an actual game.
Humpy is known to be the
queen of Indian chess for over
a decade now and she was also
ranked number two in the
women’s candidate that
finished recently.
Playing the white side of an
Italian opening, Vaishali did
not get much with her first
move advantage and cashed in
when the strongest ever Indian
woman player made an error
to find her queen entrapped.
Vaishali also became the first
player to score a victory in
either section.
The other two classical
matches between Lei Tingjie
and Pia Cramling along with
Ju Wenjun and Anna
Muzychuk ended up in hard-
fought draws.
The Chinese duo of Wenjun
and Tingjie emerged
victorious in their respective
Armageddon games.
Results men: Magnus Carlsen
(Nor, 3) beat Hikaru
Nakamura (USa, 2.5) 1.5-1
;Ding Liren (Chn, 2.5) beat R
Praggnanandhaa (2) 1.5-1;
Firouzja Alireza (Fra, 2.5) beat
Fabiano Caruana (Usa, 2) 
1.5-1.
Women: R Vaishali (Ind, 4)
beat K Humpy (Ind, 1,5);
Tingkie Lei (Chn, 3) beat Pia
Cramling (Swe, 2); Wenjun JU
(Chn, 3) beat Anna Muzychuk
(Ukr, 2). 
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India has submitted its bid
to host the much-

anticipated World Chess
Championship clash between
teen sensation D Gukesh and
defending champion Ding
Liren of China in November-
December this year.
The 17-year-old Gukesh
became the youngest ever
challenger for the world title
by winning the Candidates
Tournament last month. He
will face Liren between
November 20 to December
15 in Chennai if the country
gets the hosting rights.
The bid has been submitted
by the Tamil Nadu
government. 
“We have received the bid
from India,” Chess’ global
governing body FIDE CEO
Emil Sutovsky told PTI.
As of now, FIDE hasn’t
received any other bids but
the deadline to enter the race
is May 31. It is learnt that
Singapore is expected to
compete with India but has
not yet officially submitted
the bid documents. 
“As of now no other country
has bid for it but the
deadline is till end of this
week. Post that we will have
a FIDE Council meeting
next week. And after that
due procedure will be
followed and we will decide
about the hosting rights,”
Sutovsky added.
If AICF wins the bid, it will
have to shell out close to Rs
71 crore. 
The basic criteria outlined
by FIDE for a prospective
bidder for the 2024 edition is
a budget of Rs 8.5 million
(Rs 71 crore approx) and a
facilitation fee of USD 1.1
million (Rs 9 crore) for the
global body.
The duration of the
tournament is 25 days and
approval of regulations will
be completed by July 1.
The total prize money
awarded by FIDE would be

around USD 2.5 million (Rs
20 crore plus) after the fund
was increased from the USD
two million (Rs 17 crore) in
2023.
Gukesh’s historic
achievement at the
Candidates has spurred a
renewed wave of interest in
chess.
The Chennai-based teen,
who has been mentored by
five-time world champion
Viswanathan Anand,
bettered Russian legend
Garry Kasparov’s 40-year-
old record to become the
youngest Candidates
champion.
The Russian great was 20
when he qualified in 1984 to
clash with compatriot
Anatoly Karpov.
India has hosted the
prestigious showpiece in
2000 and 2013.
In the 2000 edition,
Viswanathan Anand claimed
the first of his five world
titles by winning the event
played in a tournament
format with 100 players.
Anand defeated Alexei
Shirov in the final.
In 2013, Anand lost to
Norwegian challenger
Magnus Carlsen. 
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Reigning national champion
Arundhati Choudhary

registered a convincing victory
to move to the 66kg pre-
quarterfinals while Asian
Games bronze medallist
Narender Berwal (+92kg)
bowed out of the second
Boxing World Olympic
Qualifiers here on Wednesday.
While Choudhary won by a 5-
0 unanimous decision against
Stephanie Pieneiro of Puerto
Rico, Berwal went down 2-3 to

Ecuador’s Gerlon Gilmar
Congo Chala. Choudhary
began her campaign with a
clinical round 1 against her
opponent. She was slightly
conservative in Round 2,
consolidating her position
before again dominating the
next round to get a unanimous
verdict in her favour.
Later, Berwal put up a strong
fight but it was not enough to
advance to the next round.
The 2022 Asian Games bronze
winner started slow in round 1
and was then forced to catch

up. He did well to impress
three of the five judges with his
punches in the second and
third round of the round of 32
bout.  However, his efforts
were not enough to overturn
the overall deficit.
In the evening session,
Ankushita Boro, will face
Rimma Volossenko of
Kazakhstan in 60kg pre-
quarters while Nishant Dev
(71kg) will be up against
Thailand’s Peerapat
Yeasungnoen to earn a spot in
the quarterfinals. 
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The boxing governing
body declared rogue by

the International Olympic
Committee said
Wednesday it will pay
$50,000 in prize money to
each gold medalist at the
Paris Games.
The cash promise is doubly
confrontational for the
IOC, which has severed
ties with the International
Boxing Association and
does not approve of
governing bodies paying
prize money to Olympic
medalists.
The IBA said it has a $3.1
million prize money fund
for each male and female
boxer who reaches the
quarterfinals in 13 total
weight classes, plus their
coaches and national
teams.
The coach and national
team of each Olympic
boxing champion will both
get $25,000, and the scale
of payments goes down to
$10,000 in total for each
quarterfinalist.
The source of the money is
unclear but the IBA led by
its Russian president Umar
Kremlev has been
supported by the country’s
state energy firm Gazprom.
The IBA promised
$200,000 for gold medalists
at its 2023 world
championships and
committed to future
increases.
“As IBA president, I will
always fight for our
athletes’ well-being, and
this step is consistent in
terms of the existing
commitments we have
already taken,” Kremlev
said in a statement.
The Olympic body did not
support a pledge in April
by World Athletics to pay
$50,000 prize money to
each of the 48 gold
medalists in track and field
in Paris. It has promised
also to pay silver and
bronze medalists in 2028 at
the Los Angeles Olympics.
The IOC has de-
recognized the IBA, which
will not be involved in

organizing bouts in Paris
for the second straight
Summer Games.
The IOC cited its concerns
about the boxing body’s
governance, reliance on
funding from Gazprom,
and the integrity of judges
and bouts at the 2016 Rio
de Janeiro Olympics. Those
games were organized
when the boxing body was
led by a longtime IOC
member, C. K. Wu.
Paris medalists are set to
rewarded at “a special
awards ceremony,” IBA
said, after “successful
passing of respective anti-
doping procedures.”
The IOC was contacted for
comment.
Prize money to Olympic
medalists has traditionally
been paid by state
governments and national
teams though not directly
from money sourced to the
IOC, which prefers
governing bodies invest in
developing their sport
below the elite level.
World Athletics said its $2.4

million prize fund for
champions in Paris would
come from its share of the
IOC’s revenues. Track’s $39.5
million payment for the
Tokyo Olympics held in
2021 was the largest amount
of a $540 million fund
allocated by the IOC.
Boxing’s share of Olympic
revenues from Tokyo was
due to be more than $17
million but was held back by
the IOC, which had to
oversee running the
qualifying and finals
tournament bouts.
The IBA also will not get
money from the IOC’s Paris
revenues and a rival
organization of national
federations, called World
Boxing, is being established
to become the recognized
governing body of Olympic
boxing.
“We are setting a clear
example for many,” the IBA’s
chief executive Chris
Roberts said, “on how
international federations
should be treating their
champions.

Olympic boxing medalists in Paris promised
cash prizes by rogue governing body
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It’s tough to find two
cricketers who are so
different from each other

yet so closely intertwined by
the same thread of fate as Virat
Kohli and Rohit Sharma.
Rohit’s initiation into top-flight
cricket came at the idyllic
Belfast in 2007 and Kohli’s a
year later at the more
conventional Dambulla.
Another intriguing chapter of
this journey toegther will
potentially come to an end
next month in the stunning
Caribbean Isles.
The next T20 World Cup is in
2026, to be jointly hosted by
India and Sri Lanka, but Rohit
would be touching 40 then and
Kohli would be 38. The 50-
over version is a further one
year away.
It’s hard to see them playing in
any of those, considering the
increasingly strike-rate
oriented nature of the game. 
So, both Rohit and Kohli will
want to leave the stage with the
winner’s medal around their
neck next month. Should they
achieve that, it would be their
second each after the 2007 T20
World Cup (Rohit) and the
2011 50-over showpiece
(Kohli).
And it will be a perfect send off
for two players who have had
an immeasurable impact on
India’s white-ball fortunes in
the last 17 years.

However, the Kohli-Rohit
story is not one of bromance.
It’s based more on mutual
respect and the awareness that
they should not step into each
other’s space. 
Kohli has talked about the
admiration he has had for
Rohit since the very beginning
of their careers. 
“I was filled with curiosity
about a player. People kept on
saying - ‘This is one player who
is rising rapidly’. I used to
wonder that even though I am
a young player, no one talks
about me, then who is this
player.
“But when he (Rohit) stepped
out to bat, I was all quiet. It was
amazing to watch him play. In
fact, I haven’t seen a player
time the ball better than him,”
Kohli had said in ‘Breakfast
With Champions’.
Contrasting in nature, their
batting has been high art for
the masses to which they
added a dash of modernity
later.
Of the two, Kohli is the more
all-format batter, who has
adapted more fluently with the
changing face of the game.
He has scored in every corner
of the cricketing world in a
show of consistency that was
rarely witnessed after the
halcyon days of Sachin
Tendulkar.
While Rohit built his own
edifices in white-ball formats,
the Mumbai-man remained a

reluctant visitor in Test
cricket’s elite corridors for the
better part of his career.
A move up to the opener’s role
helped Rohit unshackle
himself a bit in Tests in the
later part of his career. 
But for now, Kohli and Rohit
will have to lean on their vast
experience in T20 cricket to
fuel India’s run in the World
Cup.
Rohit will certainly open and if
his approach in last year’s
World Cup and in the just-
concluded IPL can be taken as
a sign, the skipper will
continue his selfless, aggressive
approach.
Herein, Rohit has an inherent
advantage. His natural big-
hitting abilities will help him
pursue his batsmanship
without many improvisations.
That one-legged pull of his is a
cosy meeting point between
elegance and malevolence.
But Kohli’s game is slightly
different. He can pull off those
occasional big hits - a swat-
flick six or a flat-bat smash
over bowler’s head. A quick
rewind to his pick-up shot off
Pakistan pacer Haris Rauf
during the 2022 T20 World
Cup will vouch for that.
Still, there is a sore point.
Kohli has often struggled to
score off spin, especially
against the left-arm variety. His
career strike-rate against slow
bowlers hovers around mid-
120s in T20s.

Several times, it has impeded
his progress in the middle
innings but during this year’s
IPL, he seemed to have found a
solution.
He brought out the slog-sweep
against spinners, and it had a
healthy influence on his strike-
rate as Kohli made 260 runs
from 188 balls and struck 15
sixes against them.
His strike-rate against spin
touched 139, a marked
improvement from his overall
IPL strike-rate of 124.
“It was me mentally putting
myself in that situation. I did
not practice that at all,” he
explained.
“I know I can hit it because I
have played that shot a lot in
the past. So, I just felt like I
needed to take a bit more
risk,” Kohli said of his new
approach against spin.
This might come in handy for
him in the T20 World Cup
where the pitches are
expected to become
progressively slow,
increasingly bringing
spinners into the game.
Beyond the realm of cricket,
the two veterans’ final charge
at an ICC trophy —
personally and for the team —
would be a captivating sight.
For the fans, this World Cup
would be about drinking it in
as much as they can because
once this duo leaves the stage,
there will be an immense
emptiness.

FINAL CHANCE FOR KOHLI, ROHIT TO GIVE INDIA ICC TROPHY AFTER 13 YEARS
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After two months of intense
competitive cricket under

night lights, the Indian cricket
team, sans Virat Kohli, began
its preparations for the T20
World Cup with a morning
training session here, keeping
in mind the 10.30am starts for
all its preliminary games.
Kohli took a break for personal
work after RCB’s IPL ouster
and in all likelihood, he will
join the squad by Friday.
But it is not clear if he would be
able to take part in the only
warm-up game against
Bangladesh on Saturday after a
long flight.
Having played 90 per cent of
the matches under lights in the
scorching Indian summer, the
idea would be to adjust to

pleasant mornings where
temperatures will hover
between 25 to 27 degree celsius
with very less humidity.
A white kookaburra in slightly
windy mornings could be a
challenge and to be prepared
for that, the severely jet-lagged
bodies need to get used to
morning conditions.
And this is why the support
staff, before initiating the skills
training (net sessions) on the
practice pitches at a ground on
the outskirts of the city, have
decided to help the players
acclimatise with the
conditions.
With 14 players checking in,
there was light jogging, routine
shuttle runs, and a bit of foot
volley to get into the groove.
“They have been away two and
half months from us and

getting to know where they
stand and what needs to be
done before the World Cup is
the goal. The (first) goal is to
spend 45 minutes in the heat to
get going,” Strength and
Conditioning coach Soham
Desai told bcci.Tv.
“We came in the day before
yesterday and we just eased
into our routines here, the
players are just getting used to
the time zone. Today we are
having our first ground
session,” he added.
As far as the players are
concerned, there is an element
of curiosity about playing
cricket in New York.
The Indian teams, over the
years, have played primarily in
Florida at the Fort Lauderhill
ground during their tours of
the West Indies.

“First time we are going to play
cricket in New York, it’s going
be fun,” all-rounder Ravindra
Jadeja said.
“We have not yet played
cricket, came here for a team
activity today. Hopefully, it will
be good. The weather is really
good, so we are looking
forward to it.”
Skipper Rohit Sharma’s deputy
Hardik Pandya seemed excited
with the “bright sunshine” and
“good vibes” while
Suryakumar Yadav wanted to
know more about the the
diaspora’s cricket interests.
“I heard cricket is growing here
in the US. So we are really
excited and the first day here
was amazing, so very excited
for the few days coming up,”
Surya stated.
India, the 2007 T20 World Cup

champions, will start their
campaign here on June 5
against Ireland, followed by the
big game against arch-rivals
Pakistan on June 9.
They take on hosts USA on
June 12 before the cricket
caravan moves to familiar
Lauderhill in Florida for the
game against Canada on June
15.
India are supposed to be
clubbed A1 irrespective of
where they finish in the group
and will then proceed to the
Caribbean islands for the
Super 8 phase of the
tournament where they would
meet Australia, New Zealand
and Sri Lanka.
None of the Indian main squad
players featured in the IPL
finals held on May 26 in
Chennai.
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Legendary Australia speedster Brett Lee feels
apart from Jasprit Bumrah, pacers are failing

to nail yorkers effectively in the death overs and
he wants them to master the pivotal delivery.
Bumrah is one of the most complete bowlers in
world cricket at the moment. He can bowl
wicket-taking deliveries without leaking runs
but the most lethal weapon in his armoury is his
toe-crushing yorker, which he, more often that
not, executes perfectly in the death overs.
“On a general rule, other than Bumrah, we
haven’t seen enough fast bowlers nailing their
yorkers recently.
“I want to see fast bowlers bowl more yorkers. I
still don’t reckon they execute enough yorkers at
the death,” Lee said at the launch of the Legends
Intercontinental T20 league recently.
With the recently concluded IPL featuring
scores in excess of 200 regularly, Lee believes the
fast bowlers would be more economical had
they nailed yorkers.
“If you look back at 17 years of Indian Premier
League, on average a yorker goes for a strike rate
of less than 100. Which tells me that one run or
less per bowler that’s executed.
“Now, when you bowl a yorker and you’ve got
guys who can go down and scoop you over the
head, well that puts pressure on you as a bowler.
“You’ve got to set in the right field and put two
men back, third man fine and back and then
bowl,” Lee added.
As T20 cricket progresses, the game is tilting
more and more towards the batters. With the
‘Impact Player Rule’ and flat decks, bowlers
struggled in the IPL.
Lee, like several other former players, called for
a balance between bat and ball.
“I’m all for batters smoking the ball all over, but
there has got to be something for the bowlers
too. I’m not asking for a green top, where teams
bowled out for 110, because that’s not good for
cricket either.
“You want a good total, I think. Anywhere
around that 185 mark to 230 is a good score.
We’ve seen scores now of 265, 270, 277.
“It’s really hard because most bowlers now are
going for 45 to 50 off their four overs.” he said
WARNER HAS EARNED THE RIGHT TO
GO ON HIS OWN TERMS: Australia’s
charismatic young batter Jake Fraser-McGurk
set the stage ablaze in his debut IPL season with
many calling for his inclusion in Australia’s T20
World Cup squad.

However, the selectors decided to go with
veteran opener David Warner, who is set to
retire after the tournament, Travis Head and
Mitchell Marsh in the top-order. 
McGurk, who is a top order batter and Warner’s
Delhi Capitals teammate, though has been
named as a travelling reserve.
“David Warner has earned that right to go out
on his own terms. And if things don’t happen for
whatever reason, then he’s (McGurk) definitely
there to take part,” Lee said.
Although Warner did not have a particularly
great IPL as he missed several matches due to an
injury, the Southpaw has scored 834 runs in T20
cricket since 2021 at a strike rate of around 150.
He was woefully out of form ahead of the 2021
T20 World Cup but ended up being the player of
the tournament, playing a vital role in Australia’s
maiden World Cup win in the shortest format.
On the other hand, 22-year-old McGurk, who
was called in as a replacement for Lungi Ngidi at
Delhi Capitals, gave an excellent display of
explosive batsmanship, smashing four half-
centuries in nine games at an astronomical
strike rate exceeding 234.
“I think if you go over there as a reserve
batsman, you definitely have a chance to get an
opportunity.
“That happened this year with the Delhi
Capitals, he wasn’t even picked in the squad.
“Ricky Ponting rang him up late night and said
come in and had a few injuries. So right time,
right place.
“But the advice to him, and he articulated it
beautifully to say that he’s only 22 years of age
(araam se araam se) . He’s got time. There’s no
point rushing it,” Lee said.
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AB de Villiers is not
surprised that just days

before South Africa renews it
quest for an elusive World Cup,
the talk back home is all about
racial quota in the team.
It’s a rinse-and-repeat sort of
situation and de Villiers, who
retired in 2018, is glad that he
is a mere spectator to the
situation now. 
“...It’s a shame going into a
tournament to have the focus
on that. I mean it’s nothing
new, it’s just a shame,”
lamented one of the greats of
South African cricket.
“Luckily this time around, I’ve
had nothing to do with
anything over there. I’m just a
spectator,” the 40-year-old said
in an interaction with PTI
facilitated by ‘Jio Cinema’. 
The cause of outrage is the
presence of just one black
player in the squad for the T20
showpiece that will take place

in the Americas from June 1.
Considered the perennial
bridesmaids, who tend to
choke in crunch situations,
South Africa somehow are
always in the pre-tournament
favourites bracket without
actually living up to the tag.
And having a deeply divisive
topic take centre-stage just
days before they begin their
campaign is a far-from-ideal
build-up for a country that has
a troubled past when it comes
to race relations. The Proteas
will start off against the
Netherlands in New York on
June 8.
Over the course of a season, six
players of colour are required
to be in the South Africa
playing eleven including two
from the black African
community as per the policy
introduced in 2016. 
With Kagiso Rabada being the
only black African in the T20
World Cup squad, the national
team is set to miss its target.

Another black-African, Lungi
Ngidi, is part of the travelling
reserves. The other players of
colour include Reeza
Hendricks, Bjorn Fortuin,
Keshav Maharaj, Tabraiz
Shamsi and Ottniel Baartman.
“There are controversial
moments back home as per
usual with the South African
squad just before a World
Cup,” de Villiers said. 
“I think it’s a good team. It’s a
shame about Lungi... (he) lost a

bit of form, had a couple of
injuries. Otherwise, he most
probably would have been in
the squad and there wouldn’t
have been any controversial
stuff back home,” he added.
At the moment, Cricket South
Africa doesn’t have a
committee of selectors and the
team is picked by head coaches
Shukri Conrad (Tests) and Rob
Walter (white-ball cricket).
“Sometimes these things
happen and it puts you under a

bit of pressure as a selection
panel and as a coach and a
captain,” de Villiers said.
“From what I remember is
with the quota system, it’s an
average team, an average
number over the season and
they don’t really look at every
series, but as journalists
sometimes enjoy steaming up
things a bit,” he tried to put
things in context. 
Following the selection of the
squad earlier this month,
former Sports Minister Fikile
Mbalula and former CSA and
ICC president Ray Mali
questioned the composition of
the side.
“Only one African player
selected in the Proteas Team
for the upcoming T20 World
Cup 2024 Team. Definitely a
reserval (reversal) of the gains
of transformation and doesn’t
reflect fair representation of all
South Africans in the national
cricket tea,” Mbalula wrote on
X.
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Short of players, a nine-man Australia
needed as many as four support staff

members on the field, including chief
selector and head coach, in their T20
World Cup warm-up against Namibia
but that did not change the expected
outcome of the game.
Australia won the game by seven
wickets with impressive performances
from David Warner (54 not out off 21
balls), fit again Josh Hazlewood (2/5)
and leg-spinner Adam Zampa (3/25).
They chased down Namibia’s 119 with
10 overs to spare.
With the likes of Pat Cummins, Travis
Head, Mitchell Starc, Cameron Green,
Marcus Stoinis and Glenn Maxwell
given extra time at home following the
two-month long IPL, chief selector and
former captain George Bailey and head
coach Andrew McDonald were among

the support staff who were forced to
take the field.
46-year-old fielding coach Andre
Borovec also took the field alongside
Bailey when skipper Mitchell Marsh
opted to bowl against Namibia.
When Marsh and Hazlewood went
back to the dressing room, McDonald
and 49-year-old batting coach Brad
Hodge had to step on the field.
Hazlewood, playing hist first game in
three months, looked in good rhythm.
“Obviously, we didn’t have a full quota
of players but the guys who played,
probably a few of us needed to coming
off a big layoff,” Hazlewood told

cricket.Com.Au after the game on
Tuesday. “I know a number of the
bowlers were coming off a long break
which is pretty unusual in our system,
but it’s good to get out there, playing is
always different to training.
“The wicket looked a little bit tough
early, a little bit slow, which is probably
what we’re going to encounter here in
the West Indies.
“So a nice hit out, got the result and we
move onto the West Indies in a few
days.” Australia Test and ODI skipper
Cummins, Head and Starc were part of
the IPL final played in Chennai on
Sunday.
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